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Forestry accredita tion extends until July . 1
,

.

By Tod~ Balf
o( the forestry program said a
The Society of American
meeting was scheduled on April 29
Forestry (SAF) reversed an earlier to hear the appeal presentation by
decision to remove accreditation
UNH.
from the Fores try program on
UN H's fores~ry program, one of
January I, 1980, and decided to 44 accredited programs in the
extend accreditation until July I, nation, was notified by mailgram
1980 pending the University's on October 6 that the forestry ,
program had been stripped of
appeal.
The SAF council unanimously accreditation. About three weeks
approved the extel_lsion.
later the University was sent a
Last Friday negotiations letter form the SAF outlining in
between SAF and · President general terms the reasons for
Evelyn Handler and Vice denial of reaccreditation.
President of Academic Affairs
Handler sent an appeal
Gordon Haaland resulted in an immediately after receiving the
·
agreement that UNH would agree letter.
to pos!pone an a~peal hearing
SAF , was reported to be
and SAF would agree · to extend unsatisfied with the forestry
the accreditation until July 1.
program at_ UNH because of an
Richard Weyrick, coordinator unbalanced student faculty ratio;

programs lacking practical
application, and the lack of a
powerful department head.
Weyrick said the appeal could
· bring about a probationary status
for the forestry program instead of
·
full loss of accreditation.
"I'm guardedly optimistic in
having some form of provisional
accreditation continued, I'm sure
the socjety will have some
questions because it's pretty
difficult to expect them to do a
complete turnaround," he said.
Haaland said, "We are only in
the very first stages of the appeal,
but most accreditation groups do
have probation ,status as an
·
alternative."
Ronald c ·histensen, director of
professional programs at SAF said

in evaluating the appeal council
members will review all
documentation, v1s1tmg team
reports, and the grounds for the
appeal one month before the
hearing. He said they will also
consider oral presentations.
Handler said alog with Haaland
and herself, Dean of Life Science
and Agriculture Kurt Feltner,
Owen Durkin, director of INER,
and another representative from
the University will make the trip to
·
Washington, D .C. this spring.
The grounds for the appeal were
recieved by the SAF council, the 14
member governing body of the
SAF two weeks ago.
Evelyn Handler said grounds for
the appeal which she said were very
specific would not be made public.

Smith·is
•
•
1nter1m

Salaries
are loW
atUNH

By Einar Sunde
James Smith, interim dean of
the College of Liberal Arts,_has
been named interim vice president
for financial affairs and
administration.
Smith will replace Allan Prince,
who leaves UNH at the end of
December to become vice
president to budget and
administration at Whittier College
in California.
A new interim dean of Liberal
Arts will be named within two
weeks, says Gordon Haaland, vice
president for academic affairs.
Smith, 48, was named interim
liberal arts de~n last July, when
Allan Spitz left for the University
of Wyoming. Prior to that
appointment, Smith served as
associate liberal arts dean and
director of institutional research.
Smith, an economist, was
responsible for the budget and
finances of the college of liberal
arts during his eight years as
associate dean. In 1973,hedirected ,
UN H's energy conservation
The field hockey team, which finished seventh in the National Tournament in Carbondale, Illinois, lined up for
programs.
team picture in Logan Airport Sunday night (Amy Banks photo).
a
Smith was dean of a branch
campus of the University of ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:___ _ _ ___,..J

Wisconsin before coming to UNH.

Senate passes resolutio ns

James Smith
(Rob · Veronesi photo)

"We're not going to release them
(grounds) because it will not serve
the students well if they're played
back and forth in the press," she
said.
"There are times when you are
up front and times when you have
to be general," she said.
Christensen, said in contrast to a
Handler statement the procedure
of granting an extension was
,,, - ,..."fairly normal."
. He also said UNH is the
first case of any school
being denied for reaccteditation.
Christensen said he plans to
propose to the council changing
the accreditation decision making
schedule.
"Normal accreditation expires
FORESTRY, page 12

. By Greg Flemming
Despite lengthy debate, the
Student Senate passed three
resolutions Sunday evening, one of
which requested the Division of
Residential Life create a new
procedure for moving on .and off
campus.
The first resolution recommended made the Department of
Residential Life committee
responsible for determining the
order of housing priority. The
resolution also recommended
rationale be re-established for
making any decisions.
The resolution passed
unanimously.
The senators ~ponsoring the
, resolution were c,.1ncerned with
transfer students, arguing that they
are low on the priority list.

contacting students currently
Gregg Sanborn, acting viceliving in dorms who wish to break
president of Student Affairs. told
their dorm contracts. A list of
the Senators the criteria for the
priority list are "relatively well _ resident students interested in
participating in the program
thought-out."
would be provided through the
Senator Laura Nagy, ChairOffice of Residential Life.
person of the Commuter Council,
To move off c-.lmpus, a student
said, "it's very important that we
would locate a transfer student
take a look again."
The priority list was initiated in wishing to move on campus on a
April, 1978, and the Housing list published by the Commuter/
Eligibility Committee was formed Transfer Center.
The two studetns would propose
·
last year.
The second resolution asked the the exchange to Residential Life.
Division of Residential Life to In both instances, any roommates
accept the concept of a Residence involved must agree with the
exchange.
Hall exchange program.
Several senators tried
A proposal for an exchange
program was included in the unsuccessfully four different times
resolution. Under the proposal, to table the resolution for a week
students wishing to move on so they could compare the
campus would be rese_onsible f?r _ SENATE, page 6

By Mary Ellersick
Salaries a n d benefits for
j>rofessors at UNH are lower th<;1n
those at four of the five other New
England st a~ e univ er s 1ties,
according to a study released last
week bv the UNH chapter of the
American Association of
University Professors.
The annual economic welfare
report of the AAUP asked the
University to acknowledge
problems involving salaries, fringe
benefits, and salary inequities
between sexes, and to develop a
timetable concerning their
resolution.
The average compensation
(salary and fringe benefits) at the
six New England schools is
$29,00Q. Presently .. UNH teachers
are paid an average of $3,500 less
than this figure while in 1970, they
were paid an average of $1,000 less:
"When measured in constant
1970-71 dollars, a professor in
1979-80 was paid only 8% more
than an associate was in 1970-71.
Last year's associate was paid 2% ·
more than an assistant was nine
years earlier, and last year's
assistant was paid 3% more than a
1970-71 instructor. Compensation, corrected for the cost of
living, has therefore declined by
nearly one full academic rank
during the past nine years. The
student/ facutly ratio increased
21 % over this same period," read
'
the report.
The study also criticizes the lack
of women professors at the
University.
Women account for 45% of
lecturers and 56% of instuctors but
only 1% of the full professors, 17%
of the associate professors and
28% of the assistant professors.
The study also found that
women's salaries at UNH are4% to
10% lower than men's.
Gordon Haaland, the VicePresident for Academic Affairs,
mentioned that the report was
prepared by the UNH chapter pf
the AAUP.
"I think they raise good and
proper concerns," he said. "The
:-tdministration would like to work
SALARIES, _page 9
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University officials
hope to avoid rebate
By Greg Flemming
University officials said they
hope to avoid a rebate on the
energy surcharge next semester
because of the administrative costs
involved.

After a request by President
Evelyn Handler, the University
System Board of Trustees sent
back the surcharge proposals to
the Finance and Budget
Committee for "full reconsideration " with student
representatives.
Gregg Sanborn, acting Vice
President of Student Affairs,
asked the Student Senate Sunday
evening to consider a $60
residential surcharge and a $45
academic surcharge for next
semester.
He ·said the proposal will include
consideration of a rebat~ if the
surcharge surplus is over the cost
of implementing a rebate.
· "We are hoping that we can
avoid a rebate by using these
figures," Sanborn said, "because a
re.bate would pose significant costs
to the campus."

A separate computer system and
new rebate forms would be
reauired to imolement the rebates.
if the Striate approves the
figures next Sunday, · the Budget
and Finance Committee would
submit a proposal similar to the
one submitted last Thursday.
The proposed figures are a drop
from the present surcharges of $84
for residential and $50 for
academic.
"There's a long, involved history·
in why this all happened," Sanborn
said.
When originally dealing with
surcharge proposals, administrators did not give the Senate
specific figures. At the Board of
Trustees meeting, Student Body
President Bob Coates announced
the Senate's objections.
As a result, ·President Handler
moved that the proposals be sent
back, though she said yesterday
the ranges the Senate was given
were "very fair estimates."

News in -B rief
Miller is energy director
Patrick J. Miller, the former physical plant director at Phillips
Exeter Academy, was named UNH's energy director and assistant
director for energy and planning. The University System Board of
Trustees approved the appointment last Thursday.
The position was vacatated last March when James Smith, who
was devoting part of his time to energy conservation on campus,
became interim dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
Miller was employed by UNH for seven years from 1972.:79 as
associate and interim director of the Division of Physical Plant
Operation and Management (PPO&M).

Kari-Van
The 5:40 p.m. Dover A bus will be the last regularly scheduled
Kari-Van run on Wednesday, November 26 when Kari-Van services
are discontinued over th_e Thanksgiving holiday.
The service will resume its regular schedule on Sunday, November
30 at 6 p.m.

The weather
Windy and cold today with highs expected to be 40 to 45 degrees.
Tonight it will be cloudy and cold with lows 18 to 23.
Partly cloudy and windy on Wednesday with highs in the 40s.
Fair weather is expected on Thanksgiving but there is a
probability of light snow on Friday.

Synesthesia·
· Psycholog_ist Lawrence Marks' wife Cristina was a synesthetic
who didn't realize her agility was special.
"Like one who is congenitally colorblind, she asstlmed that
everyone saw the world the same way she did.
"Wh~n I finally made ·C ristina realize that synesthesia was
somewhat unusual, her first reaction was one of pity; she felt sorry
for me because of my sensory limitations. She couldn't understand
how I listened to conversation or music without colors to make the
experience\ whole." said Marks.

a

lf yo_u have strong reaction of visual, tast or olfactory sensations
to _music, ~ha~ces are you experience synesthesia, which is currently
bemg studied m the psychology of Music. If you would like to learn
more about your ability. please contact Thomson at 862-2360
Dupre at 868-9816, or Sullivan at 868-1150.•

_____ _ ___
. _1___._____,__._____

Palm-reader Tom Boyd speaks to students at the Psychic Fair held in the Strafford Room of the MUB Monday
afternoon (N; ed Finkel photo).

Psychic fair sponsored by
-By Barbara Riley
around the room. To the left and
Palms we·re read, tarots - right of the entrance were
explained, and, other para- palmistry and tarot card
psychological demonstrations demonstrations. Next to these
were given at yesterday's psychic were presentations on acufair held in the Strafford Room of pressure and massage.
the Memorial Union Building.
The doors opened at I0:00 a.m,
TOSNOM, the organization for and students flowed in, sampling
the study of man, put on the fair to the many demonstrations.
inform people on what is currently
Kim Pearson demonstrat~d
happening in the field of Para- "Touch for Health," a program
Psychology.
combining massage, nutrition and
"We ~ant to educate people that acu-pressure. ,
Para-Psychology is not just a
Pearson explained that certain
science," said Patrice Gans the p_oints throughout the body
president of TOSNOM. "It's -CQntain ·1ymph tissue where toxins
science, philosophy and religion collect. She explained that by
combined."
massaging these points, toxins can
TOSNOM, originally the Para- be released Jrom the tissue then
Psychology Club, first received flushed out of the body through
funding as a student organization the blood system. Pearson said
this September.
cleansing the body of these toxins
TOSNOM member Ed Gerrish would strengthen it.
said there has been more interest in
Pearson demonstrated, using a
the club since the name change. student's arm strength before and
"We've had a more d'iverse after mas·saging to illustrate the
coverage" since the name change, concept. ·
Gerrish said .
She· asked the student to hold
Tables w~re set up in a circle
her arm against ~er body and resist

the pressure Pearson applied,
Pearson would attempt to pull her
arm away from her body.
On the first try, the student had
virtually no strength and Pearson
was able to pull her arm away from
her body with little effort.
Pearson then massaged the
lymph tissue in · the student's
s·houlder. On the second try, the
student was able to hold her arm
against her body and resist the
pressure.
.
A tarot card reader demon~tra ted through his deck of cards
what a student was experiencing in
his life, both consciously and subconsciously.·
,
This was but one of the big
programs that TOSNOM has -put
on this month . Other previous
programs have included
workshops on meditation, dreams
and near death experiences.
"We want this to provide some
educational experience on human
potential and development,''. said ·
Gerrish.

.UNH offers psychology of music
By Kevin-Sullivan and
human experience."
colors or images in their mind.
Norman Dupre
"There are stages of
There is a visual sensation
Less than half a dozen courses in d·evelopment for any science, resulting from · an auditory
the Psychology of Music. are whether it be physics or calculus or stimulus.
psychology," Shor _said, "and I
"I had always experienced these
currently offered in the United
States, but this semester it is being think the early stages of any visual responses to music to some
taught at _UNH as a special topic science are highly descriptive. You extent," Thomson said, "but I
· can't rush scientific growth. The didn't realize it was any big thing
course.
"Music is an area which is about study of aesthetics is in the early until I read an article by Lawrence
Marks, who has done a lot of
to become very important in stages right now, · and it is
psychology," said the course's
important to develop it."
research about Synesthesia. ".
instructor-, graduate assistant
Thomson said there are people
Although the course deals with ·Ryan Thomson.' "Music is big scientific study of the nature of who have had the synesthetic
business now; I'd say there's sound, some physiology of the ear experience of assigning different
probably ~ billion dollars a year and brain, and analysis of the colors to all the letters of the
involved in recording, performing,
physical aspects of music, alphabet, or to the different notes
and marketing of music. With this
Thomson said the psychology of of the scale.
kind of money involved, people
music is often not recognized as a
Franz Liszt, a 19th century
will be able to get grants to do
legitimate science, or a legitimate composer. would ask his orchestra
research in the psychology of area of psychological research.
for "more pink here, if you please,"
music."
Thomson, who holds a BA in and would also say "here I want it
microbiology from San Diego all azure."
The five-hundred level course
State University and a Masters in ,
Anothe~ composer,, Schriaban,
currently has 31 students enrolled
out of 50 seats available, but
psychology from UNH, plays folk · near the turn of the century wrote
music professionally.
the lighting for a piece into the
Thomson said the low enrollment
was carefully planned.
"No one could understand why I score, corresponding to the visual
"I purposely tried to hide the
wanted to teach in an area like the sensations he experienced for each
course last spr.ing,"Thomson said.
psychology of music," Thomson sound.
"I didn't do any advertising, I said. "They said it was too difficult
Another composer in 1892 had
wanted to keep the course below 35
to study scientifically and it would
perfumes blown by fans toward the
be too difficult to get a job. Even audience because he experienced
students because I wanted to be
able to do group projects and
my advisors said 'Nobody teaches strong olfactory sensations to the
demonstrations."
music, and tried to put these across
a course like that, you'll never get a
Dr. Ronald Shor, Chairman of job.'"
to his listeners.
the Psychology Department,
One area that some of
Thomson referred to a study
approved Thomson's proposal to
Thomson's students are studying is done by Riggs and Karwoski in
Hanover, NH with an 11 year old
called Synesthesia, which is when a
offer the course.
"The psychology of music is an
person perceives something girl who said that all strangers
through one sense, but experiences looked "bright orange with a black
area that is not terribly well
it as if through another sense.
developed," Shor said, "but
outline" to her and as she got to
psychology deals with all facets of
An example. Thomson said, is know people better they became
human experience, and music and
when ,a pers'?t;i h~~rs musiC_(?r ~ny "mild blue ,or pinkish or9hip,"The
'art are very ' important ·patts, ?f other significant sound and secs PSYCHOLOGY, page 12 ,
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Pot a 'walking pharmacy'
By George Newton
Heavy smoking of marijuana
has a destructive effect on the
brain's nerve cells, according to
C. W. Dempsey, a visiting
professor of physics from the
department of • psychiatry and
neurology at Tulane University.
Dempsey was one of four
speakers at a symposium on the
health hazards of marijuana held
in the MUB's Granite State Room
yesterday and sponsored by the
N.H. Council on Marijuana
Abuse.
Introduced as one of the
foremost experts on marijuana
research, Dempsey claimed
marijuana containing 2.5%
delanine THC (tetrahydrocanna-·
banol), the bottom level of what's
found on the street, has destructive
effects on nerve cells of the brain
which are then lost through
atrophy. Pot also affects the
junctions between the cells where
nerve impulses are transmitted
across synapses by chemical
bridges, tying the cells together.
Dempsey called pot "a walking
pharmacy" because it contained
over 400 drugs. The primary
intoxicant and psychoactive
ingredient is delanine THC. The
doctor claimed THC strength on
the average has increased in pot
from one percent in 1970 to three
to eight percent in 1980.
"After smoking one joint of
marijuana there is a sizable body
amount of delanine THC in the
body after 30 da9s. It has a halflife
of five to eight days," Dempsey
said.

Although the symptoms are
gradual, the doctor . said the
nuclear inclusions in the cells of
heavy and moderate smokers
resemble those of toxic poison,
viral disease, and old age. These
effects can only be detected
through an electron microscope at
microscopic and submicroscopic
levels.
"We don't know if the changes
are reversible," Dempsey said.
"For this we need more research
and long term data. It's bad to lose
nerv.e cells," the doctor said. "At
age two, nerve cells are 100 percent
and at the end of their ability to
divide. If you lose the cells they
can't be replaced ."
The doctor's findings, published
last month in the Journal of
Biological Psychiatry, were .
compiled through experiments
with 21 rhesus monkeys over a 14
month period at a cost of a quarter
of a million dollars.
"At the start of the experiment,
the monkeys sat in chairs and had
tubes pushed down their throats
into their lungs." Dempsey said.
;,They resisted when marijuana
was blown into the tubes by
holding their breath."
.. 1<.hesus monkeys are v1c1ous, "
Dempsey said "They ripped an
arm off a lab assistant's coat. Once
they're high, they won't bother
you, just look you in the eye."
A second method .for testing the
monkeys was developed through a
small iron lung. This device made
the monkeys take a deep breath
every 30 seconds.
During the expirement

Dempsey said a problem arose
with the size of. a marijuana joint.
, "We needed to find a
standardized, monkey-sized
joint," the doctor said. This
problem was eventually solved by
matching the blood volume of a
monkey against that of a man.
The - monkeys were given
delanine THC in doses ingested by
an average, light, moderate and
heavy smoker for six months. They
were then ·allowed to rest for eight
months,
Five months later researchers
recorded the effects on the
emotional areas of the brain and
dysfunctions were still found in the
heavy smokers.
The doctor did say THC used
after chemotherapy has an
interesting property because it
inhibits the brain's vomit center.
"It keeps things down," he said.
"The only problem is habituation.
Once you take a dose, you need
more each time · to suppress
nausea," Dempsey said. " 'I he use
of THC for cancer is premature.
- But for some there .is no other
.
hope."
Since THC suppresses the vomit
ce.nter, Dempsey said when
alcohol and marijuana are
r.ombined a person can get "really
loaded." He added there has been
no concentrated effort to look a\
the two together.
"People are always telling me
marijuana's not that harmful, no
worse than alcohol," said U.S.
Attorney William Shaheen. No
one has ever told me what good it's
MARIJUANA, page 7

CARP reconsidered by SOC
By Todd Balf
be officers.
University guidelines also
The Collegiate Association for
the Research of Principles, a group require that three fourths of the
representing Reverand Sun members of any student
Myung Moon's Unification organitation be full time students.
Cathy Aman, former ViceChurch has successfully appealed a
unanimous decsion made by the President and · now President of
Student Organization Committee CARP was originally believed to
(SOC) on October 30 to deny it be a part time student. ·
Because she was one of the
status as a student organization.
An open meeting will be ileld at officers along with vice-president
3:30 this afternoon in the Carroll Michael Tillman it appeared
Belknap Room to discuss CARP CARP had not fullfilled
becoming a student organization. · University criteria for two full time officers in a student organiztioh.
Renee Romano, acting
Ro'mano said she must take the
assistant director of student
activities and SOC chairperson responsibility for the mistake.
The confusion centered around
said she expects to come to a
a mathematics course Aman is
decision "once and for all."
The appeal was granted because taking, Elementary Math II which
CARP was not in violation of has variable credits depending on
University guideline's for the module completed.
Rom.a no said after checking
membership status as originally
· twice with the registrars office on
stated by the SOC.
. University rules state that two the 24 year old continuing
full-time degree candidates must education student she was

convinced Aman was not a fulltime student.
A couple of days later another
• check proved she was a full-time
student.
Romano added that tentative
recognition was not granted in the
interim because she felt the
decision was the committees' and
not hers.
Romano said the SOC will
consider a report from the student
Senate along with concerns about
a restricted membership, outside
interference, student support, and
the question of freedom.
Romano said that on CARP's
new application the membership
was. listed as "anybody who meet
University guidelines" indicating
to her that CARP may try to
restrict membership, '' and not let
.anyone in from the outside."
Romano said outside interfere nee is a concern because of some
CARP members coming to
campus who are not involved _in
- the commµnity.
She mentioned a letter to the
editor of the New Hampshire
wrihen by Lindy Lou Knauf, a
member of CARP in 1974 at UNH
which then actively recruited UNH
students causing an extrememly
high dropout rate. Romano said
the Director of CARP in New
Hamphire whose name could not
be confirmed was also on campus
yesterday.
"I wonder if they've changed
from 1974. I don 't know if they
have changed, and if students are
going to drop out of school for
CARP that's not what we're here
for," she said.
CARP had tentative status as a
student organization from mid
September to late October, and
according to Romano CARP had
~o student interest in tha't period of
time.

Paul "Huey" Cormier--the incredible tµrkey man (Phil Dinsmqre
1 ,
,'
•
•
•
·
•
,, ,. '
•
photo). · · 1 • · -• • •' ·_ '

Romano said although she's
been going back and forth on the
issue "there's no reason to delay
•~nymore ,. I w~nt. to Fome t@. a
dec·sion."

A few turkeys were able to keep a low profile this weekend and avoid
the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday. (Barbie Walsh photo).

Channel 11 news
could he weekly
By George Newton
• Channel 11 news may be
broadcast onJy once a week . .
In a proposal fowarded to the
Channel 11 Board of Governors
last week, station officials
considered changing the
weeknight news program to a
magazine format to be broadcast
during prime timr. on Friday
nights. ,
Interim station managt.:r of
WENH-TV Al Hotaling said the
new format would save the
television station $35,000, but
added "all figures are preliminary
considerations."
"The Board of Governors will
have to compare the costs of the
present news program with the .
new format," Hotaling said. "With
the new budgetary year, we have to
see what state funds will do. The
station can continue the news with .
some money from the state."
The two million doil lar-budget.
for channel 11 is gained '\rom three
primary sources--from federal and
state governments, and the public
sector, where money is raised,
through fundraisers , pledges and a
"
public auction.
Channel 11 news operates on"an
annual budget of $180,000 if costs
absorbed by other departments
like engineering and administration aren't figured, according to
, Hotalirg: qth~rwise costs are
higher.

Hotaling cited inflation which·
was "eating up the budget" as the
primary cause of the format
change.
If the format is changed,
Hotaling said the decision would
be made by February ,and the new
program would be broadcast by
October.
Although no concrete figures on
the viewing audience of the nightly
news were available, Hotaling
called them a small but "loyal .
audience. The way the books are
written it's difficult to determine,"
he said. With the nightly news
program, aired at 6p.m. and
repeated at l l p.m., there· are "less
sets in use than during prime when
the new program would be aired,"
the station manager said. "Most
people are watching the Boston
stations," Hotaling said.
Chip Neal, producer for news
and public affairs said he wouldn't
"miss the news as long as the
program we do (afterwards) is
properly funded and staffed. It11
give us a chance to experiment," he
said.
Neal added that only about one
third of public broadcasting
stations are doing the news.
"Before there are any changes,
they would have to be approved by
the Board of Governors," Neal

CHANNEL 11, eage 4
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'Cats skate for

Campus ,: "= "~ ~:
Copy of Durham

Muscular Dystrophy

Home ot the cat Paw

ROSSIGNOL
.t.

X-C SKI PACKAGE
$99.50
Choice of waxless or waxable
Includes: Skis, Boots, Poles,·
Bindings and mountingRegular Price $146.45

lll11dtrntss lrails

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Sat. 9-5, Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, .
.·
·
868 -5584

UNH's burly defenseman Sean Coady, all 5'10" and 195 lbs of
him, skated stride for stride with Marnie Hilton, all 4'3'' and 65
pounds of her.
Coady and the seven-year-old Durham native were both smiling
though, as they participated in Sunday's Skate With UNH Day at
Snively arena to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association
(MDA). The event was sponsored by the UNH hockey team in
conjunction with the American Hockey Coaches Association
(AHCA).
UNH head coach Charlie Holt was pleased with the turhout of
students and local area residents who pledged ·money for the MDA
in order to skate for two hours with the Wildcats.
"We've had an unbelievable response," Holt said. "We had a
pretty good crowd, but th~ total response of the student body and the
people of the area who supported it, made today a tremendous
success."
An estimated $1200 was raised by the squad that skated with the
public between I :30 and 3:30 in the afternoon. The players went door
to door in dormitories and circulated through the crowd during the
two exhibition games played over the weekend. The UNH recreation
department also sold tickets at the door.
"'This is a great idea," Junior defenseman Ron Reeve said. "The
people in this area supported it well. It was so crowded out there that
you could hardly turn."
Reeve said that if the other schools across the country raised
similar amounts, over $200,000 would be raised for this worthy
cause.
"The kids loved it," wing Jay Miller said. "It gives the folks a
chance to meet us without our facemasks on. I hope we can continue
.
to support it."
"I watch them all the time," said seven-year-old George Trojan.
"They're really good."
"It was really crowded out there," UNH student Scott Greene
'said. "But everyone had a good time."

MUSO PROUDLY
BRINGS YOU

Toute Suite

LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP

their Rock and Roll
returns to the PUB

Shop-n-Save
Shopping Plaza

Frida.v, December
5, 1980

Durham-868-5141

In the MUB PUB-

.aRING US YOUR POOR,
RUSTY, TIRED BLADES

S pm - $1

Profssional Skate Sharpening

MUSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

WHILE . . U-W AIT
A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF!
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The
Area's
Largest
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Famous
Brands

THE MOST TEAAIFYING NIGHTMARE
OF CHILDHOOD IS ABOUT TO RETURN!

the

CINE 1 ·2·3·4

.RED'S-=~
Broadway ·

NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200
..

•
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OPEN NITES
'TIL9

Channelll

DOVER

said. "Ther are the L lt imate
authority. The motivath1 n for
change was money," he said .
The news producer said there
had been some morale decline
because of the proposed format
change, but that all personnel
making the news program would
be "absorbed within the station."
'Tm waiting in limbo," Neal
said.
Coanchor for the evening news.
Andy Meyers said, «It's
unfathomable to drop the news.
It's an educational thing. It's the
only daily source of news in the
state. Channel 11 is the alternative
to the Union Leader," he said.
Meyers went on to say the one
hour Friday magazine will recap
new~ events of the week, but it
wont be the same service. "I think
ifs irresponsible," he said.
The New Hampshire Pubhc
Television station (Channel 11)
broadcasts the nightly news from
four UHF transmitters located in
Berlin, Littleton, Keene. and
Hanover.
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Wrestling·
continued from page 16
really pleased at how I wrestled. I
am pleased I accomplished
something though."
Guadagnino (2-1) decisioned
John Finnegan I 1-4 and Murphy
(3-0) was handed a forfeit to round
out UNH's scoring in the meet.
I he freshman heavyweight was
elated with the day's events. Just
coming off the football season,
Murphy hadn't wrestled since last
year's Connecticut high school
state. championships.
"ft (meet) was a good time, "said
Mµrphy. "It was strange getting
into this uniform. Last Wednesday
· I didn't think I would wrestle
again. When the coach (Urquhart)
asked me, I said why not. Now, I
think I'm going to join the team."
Murphy filled in for the injured
Joe LaCasse,,(pulled back).
· UNH faces Lowell University
tonight in a dual meet at Lowell.
"We should win," said
Urquhart, "unless something goes
wrong."

TUESDAY, November 25
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The Hebrew Bible. Room
303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ·
TUESDAY ART T ~LKS: Richard Dougherty, painter from the
Swain School of Design. Sponsored by the Dept of the Arts. Room
A218/219, PCAC, 12:30-2 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Special Game. U.S. International, Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets: $3 general admission; $4 reserved seats.
WEDNESDAY, November 26
CLASSES HOLD TUESDAY SCHEDULE. RESIDENCE
HALLS CLOSE AT 7 P.M. FOR THANKSGIVING.

MUSO FILM SERIES

ALL 'THAT
JAZZ
Thursday Dec 4, 1980

SEE YOU THERE

Ttrestone

snow BITERS
7«11# ~.

~~~.A/1,11

Polyester cord

Fiberglass belted

SNOW TIRES

RADIAL SNOW TIRE

AS LOW AS

AS LOW AS

50
6.00-12 Blackwall.
Plus S 1.70 F.E.T.

45

s

P155/80R13 Blackwall .
Plus $1.86 F.E .T.

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED!
Other ~izes and whitewalls low priced too!
Ice grip studs a~·ailable where law permits
::;ale t:nds November LL

THURSDAY, November 27,
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY. University holiday: office closed.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Cornell, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets: $3
·
general admission; $4 reserved seats.
SATURDAY, November 29
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Granite State Basketball Tournament: vs.
St. Anselm's, Field House, 6 p.m.; Catholic U. vs. Dartmouth, Field
House, 8 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2.
SUNDAY, November 30
RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN AT 9 A.M.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Granite State Basketball Tournament:
Consolation Game, Field House, 2 p.m.; Championship Game,
Field House, 4 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. 50¢ cover charge.
MONDAY, December 1
CLASSES RESUME AT 8 A.M.
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "Faculty Review." Gallery
hours, Paul Creative Arts Center: Monday-Thursday, IO a.m.-4
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University
holidays. Exhibit continues through December 10.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: PREVIEW OF "Russian Nights,"
from the collected short stories of Anton Checkhov. Adapted by
John Edwards. Directed by Jeffrey B. Martin and John Edwards.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission $1.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: Jimmy Mazzy, banjoist and
singer, with an all-star Jazz Band, leads a choice group of friends in a
showcase of splendid New England talent. Co-sponsored by MUSO
and the Music Department. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8
p.m. Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office, Monday-Friday, IO
a.m.-4 p.m., or phone (603) 862-2290; or, available at the door.
Admission: students $2.50; all others $3.50. Free rehearsal and clinic
in Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, December 2
GOURMET BREAKFAST: Breakfast on the Oregon Trail.
S_ponsored by Hotel 403/ WSBE. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 7-10 a.m. Tickets: Memonal Union Ticket Otlice and Hotel
403 Students. Admission: $3.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The New Testament. Father
Joseph Desmond, Chaplain. Room 303, James Hall, I l a.m.-I2:30
p.m.
TUESDAY ART TALKS: Dale Schwichenberg, professional
printer, will give a talk on the Mauricio Lansansky prints.
Sponsored by the Department of the Arts. Galleries, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 12:30-2 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. RPI. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets: $3
·
general admission; $4 reserve seats.
CHAMBER CHORUS: Concert Henry Wing, Director. Art
Galleries , Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Russian Nights." Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: UNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4. ·
JOURNEY TO NEPAL: Bob Kruszyna. A slide presentation of this
exotic land. Sponsored by NHOC. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: NHOC members 25¢; general
admission 50¢ .
WEDNESDAY. December 3
HANUKKAH.
WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON SERIES: That Happy Feeling(alcohol
awareness) . Jean Salera, president of BACCHUS. Sponsored by the
Commuter/ Transfer Center. Durham Room , Memorial ·union,Noon.
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Holy Cross. Swc\sey Pool, Field House,4
p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. NEastern, Snively Arena , 7 p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES: John DeSalvo, Bio-physicist and
Sindonologist. speaking on "Scientific Studies on the Shround of
Turin." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8: 15 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: ''Russian Nights. " Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center. Two performances: matinee at 2 p.m.;
evening performance at 8 p.m. Admission for UNH employees and
students/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
THURSDAY. December .t.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "All That Jazz." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30. p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film
wPass.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Springfield. Lundholm Gym, Field
House, 7:30 p.m. General Admission $2.50.
WIND SYMPHONY & SYMPHONIC BAND: Concert. Stanley
Hettinger and Nicholas Orovich, Directors. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m .
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Russian Nights." Jofinson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission for UNH students
and employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4 .
• MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing. 8 p.m. 50¢ cover
charge.

FRIDAY, December 5
MEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Maine. Swasey Pool, Field House:4 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs~ Bowdoin. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Tickets: $3
general admission; $4 reserve seats.
SENIOR RECITAL: Margie Landis, horn; Marcia Gleed, piano.
Bratton Recital Hall. Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Russian Nights," Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center. 8 p.m. Admission: UNH students and
employees; senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MtJB P.UB: T.oui~ ~ui\e. , Rock Band. 8 p.m. Admi,ssion $1.
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ACADEMIC
DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE: Schon lange kein
Deutsch mehr gesprochen'? Dann schauen Sie . doc_k
einfach mal bei der Deutschen Kaffeestunde vorbe1! W1r
sind alle sehr nett und wurden uns bestimmt uber Ihren
Besuch freuen. Wednesday, December 26, Marston
House, 4 p.m.
CAREER
CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS:. Staff
counselors provide information on Career Planning and
Placement for students. Thursday, December 4, Balcony,
Memorial Union, 1-4 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
learn how they come across during on-campus
interviews. Thursday afternoons, November 6-May 7.
Career Planning and Placement Service, Room 203,
Huddleston Hall, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
CLUBS AND ORAGANIZATIONS .
MORTAR BOARD GENERAL MEETING: To plan
for booksale. Sponsored by Mortar Board Honor
Society. Monday, December I, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union 7:30 p.m. (Leave Thursday, December
11, 3-6 p.m. free for Christmas A~tivity)
CHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING: Win a free trip to
Naples! Sponsored by the Chemistry Department.
Monda)', December I, lddles L-1, Parsons Hall, 8 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
For information or registration on the course listed
below, please call 862-3527.
INTERMEDIATE 1022: Two session course explaines
additional features, including handling of multiple files
and simple report writings. Prerequisite: Beg!nn!ng
Timesharing, Beginning SOS/TECO, and Begmnmg
1022. Tuesday, Thursday, December 2 and 4, Stoke
Cluster, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
BEGINNING SOS: Course provides instruction in
creating and editing program and dat~ _files on the DEC
10 using the SOS text editor. Prer~qu~s1te: k~owledg~ of
timesharing equivalent to Begmnmg T1meshanng.
Wednesday, December 3, Stoke Cluster, ·2-4 p.m.

MONTHLY USERS MEETING: Meeting on the first
Thursday of each month. Open to all interested people.
Computer Services staff will be on hand to answer anc
hear concerns about the computer. Thursday, Dei;ember
4, Forum Room, Dimond Libra1iy, 3-5 p.m.
INTERMEDIATE SPSS: Three session course about
the more complicated features and complex analyses.
Prerequisite: Beginning SPSS or prior knowledge of
SPSS. Intermediate SPSS I Thursday, December 4,
Stoke Cluster, 8:30-10:30 a.JTI. and Intermediate SPSS II
Tuesday, December 9, Stoke Cluster, 8:30-10:30 p.m.;
and Intermediate SPSS III Thursday, December 11,
Stoke Cluster, 8:30-10:30 a.m.

COUNSELING CENTER ~ORKSHOPS
TEST ANXIETY WITH DAVID CROSS: One of a
~eries of i'nformal workshops sponsored by the
Counseling and Testing Center, Wednes_day, December
3, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield .House. For
reservations call 862-2090.
GENERAL
THE BOOKSTORE IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FULL TIME HELP FOR
BOOKRUSH JANUARY 1981. APPLY AT
BOOKSTORE, HEWITT HALL.
LOST & FOUND SALE: Sweaters,jackets, gloves,,a?d
Jots more on sale at the Information Center, Memorial
Union, Wednesday, December 3, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
SENIOR PORTRAIT SITTINGS: Last chance this year
for senior portraits in 1981 Granite. lnc(udes 1_981
December grapuates. Room 125 Memonal Union.
November 18-26, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE MEETING: Student
meeting to plan Christmas Blood Drive sponsored by the
Durham Chapter of American Red Cross. · For
information call. 868-2753. Tuesday, November 25, 12
Dover Road, Durham (next to Exxon Station)., 7 p.m.
STVN: Tuesday November 25: "Shock Trauma," (90
min.); Wednesday, November 26: NO PROGRAM
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY; Tuesday, December 2:
"Tora! Tora! Tora!" ( 140 min.); Wednesday, Decem?er
3: "World War II The Pacific Theater," (60 mm.)
Seacoast Lounge, Memorial Union, 9 p.m.

~oysters·· 25¢

·a a.rn.s.
.

BAR

Happy hour
.prices, free .
hors d'oeuvres
Live enterta.fnment
· Wednesday -thru Friday ·
4:30 - 6:30 PM

'

Obviously, no one at the
Wednesday night meeting of
Durham Chapter 136 of Amnesty
International had ever met her. but
she is their main concern. The
group has "adopted" Senor_a
Raggiotti until hopefully she 1s
released from jail.
During the meeting, held in the
Catholic Youth Center on
Madbury Road, the members
wrote courteous carefully worded
letters to cabinet ministers and
military leaders in Argentina.
According to Mary Gale
Anderson, the apparent leader of
the group, "adoption of a prisoner
consists almost completely of
writing letters."
The letters appealed for
Raggiotti's release and outlined
the facts of her case. She was
-imprisoned late last year though
no reason was given. In January
she was given "right . of option."
means that she had the choice of

at the
Mathematics Center
(MaC)

....

'

'.

Norma Raggiotti has been
imprisoned in Argentina without
trial or charges since late last year.
She is a · twe~trtwo _year old
Argentinian student.

OPEN HOUSE'

·wildwood
:

By Stacia Tolman

Durham Red Cross Blood_ Prive
Sunday Dec. 7th, noon to 5 p.m.
Dec. 8, 9, 10- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at MUB!

20~

ER, ·
OYST.
.

the .

Argentinian student
caught behind bars ·

Date: Friday~ Dec 5
Drop in anytime
between 1-4 pm

. lounge

..
atlhe new england center. _
. Jbdfo,d avenue, cbham, n.h. (60) 86a•UH

Place: Christensen Hall (Tower B baseme.nt)
Watch for more details Next Week!

This means that she had the choice
of staying in prison or leavin&_
Argentina. She chose to leave. At
the airport, she was arrested and
subsequently imprisoned, again
without charges or trial. She has
been there ever since.
The Durham group adopted her
in late May.
Prior to Raggiotti's case the
Durham A. I. group has had its
victories. They adopted two
prisoners of conscience, one from
Sierra Leone, and another from
Sri Lanka. They were both freed.
Amnesty Internatinal defines a
prisoner of cons~ience_ as any
individual who 1s bemg held
against his or her will because of
race, _color, or sex. They· are only
eligible for adoption by the A.I. if
they have committed no · violent
acts.
Durham Amnesty International
is hoping to be officially
recognized on campus as a student
organization as more than half of
its members are students.
P.eter Spain, a UNH professor
and a member of Amnesty
International feels that this would
benefit everybody.
"The approach of Amnesty
International is focused on the
individual, and the results are
measured in terms of individuals.
This would create for the student a
very personal awareness of what
the international human rights
situation· is."
At the meeting, the basic
principles of Amnesty
International were discussed for
newcomers who were unfamiliar
with A. I. It was stressed that the
organization is politically
impartial.
"Human rights are the birthright
of every individual. They are
universal," says the A.I. monthly
newspaper,the Matchbox.
"Amnesty International is neither
hard nor soft on Western
countries, socialist countries, or
developing countries. They fight
for the individual, rather than
against the political system that is
holding them prisoner."
Amnesty International, which
was formed twenty years ago in
London, won the Nobel peace
prize in 1977 for their work
promoting human rights around
the world. It has more than two
hundred thousand members world
wide .
- The Durham chapter holds its
meeting once a month and they are
open to all who are concerned with

Senate
HAVE A
TERRIFIC

continued from page 1

THANKSGIVING
It's that time again when the
smell of Turkey and Pumpki'! Pie
and the love of family and friends
fill your home, making this a most
speciql occasion.
ENJOY YOURSELF

From the
Memorial Union Student Organization
Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers booth
Wen & Thurs, Dec 3 & ~, mfonnation
Merrorial Union 10 A1'·1 to 5 PM. Intervi011s
in Senate Room. Free film 7:30 PM, v1ed
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room ..
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proposal with the present system,
and study the priority list.
Senators Chrjti Houpis· and
Sara Horton, advocates of tabling
the resolution, were not willing to
pass it without first seeing more
information.
Student Body President Bob
Coates said more information
wasn't necessary. "You're only
looking at the endorsement of the
·
idea," he said.
To re-emphasize the "idea"
theory, Senator John Benham, a
sponsor of the resolution, changed
the word "proposal" to "concept."
Senator Liz Nicholson said
tabling the resolution W<?uld be
harmful since the deadline for
pet·i ti ons to break housing
contracts is December 2.
The resolution passed with one
objection and eleven abstentions.
The final resolution asked the
Division of Residential Life to
initiate a Contract Appeals Board
to review petitions that have been
denied, and whose denial has been
questioned.
It passed unanimously with one
abstention.
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continued from page 3
do.ne. Does it increase longevity or
physical fitness? How will it make
me a better person? No one can tell
me that,"he said.
Shaheen then told the audien'te
of a personal experience while in
the army. A "nervous and
emotionally tight Spec 4" was
given two joints by some sergeants
and he "lost his mind completely,"
Shaheen said.
"He was arrested trying to take
off from a runway in a VW,"
Shaheen said. "He was later put in
a mental hospital."
According to Shaheen
marijuana can be very costly
because a user will be directly
involved in other crimes or will
become a dealer who solicits young
people to support his habit and
lifestyle.
"Every bank robber I ever ,
prosecuted was on drugs or was
using the money to buy drugs," µe
said.
The federal attorney said
additional legislation is needed to
take the profit motive out of the
multi-ton drug business which is
run by organized crime.
. "Imports, on the increase in the
state have got to be stopped.
Legitimate business men are now
involved," Shaheen said "If you're
caught in multi-ton trafficking,
you should lose everything,-- your
house, boat, bank accounts. We've
got to take the excitement out of a
good looking situation." Shaheen
added that the guilty party should
also pay for the cost of
prosecution.

.. Teenagers using pot in
heavy drug use.
'childhood will remain immature
In , defining the typical
people," she said.
"pothead" Lanther said they didn't
Peggy Mann, a writer from New
care about health, life, and their
self-image. She also said smoking - York City was the final speaker.
Mann's talk accused the media of
pot ruined couples' relationships
and caused impotence in some inconsistent, b ia se·d, and
irresponsible coverage of the pot
cases.
The doctor produced a series of epidemic.
"The · media is the single most
letters from children describing the
effects of marijuana. She claimed it guilty segment of society which
was easier for them to achieve a could have stopped the epidemic,"
chemical high rather than a
Mann said.
physical or intellectual high.

PAGE S~EN

santa 's
~

AREA I RESIDEN fS
The members of the Area I
Programming Board are very·
sorry ~bout the problems
concerning. -the "Scrooge and
Marley" trip. We did not
anticipate such- a great response
and our budget could notaborb
· this expense.

*

comin g!!!
~boOkstoi~~

Shaheen said he supporte<l
paraphenalia ordinances because
they would help local authorities.
but he had strong reservations as
to their constitutionality.
"I do think the local ordinances
are an example of concern, a
positive effect. But you'll never
stop the use of drugs by criminal
sanctions," he said. "We will have
to check it by rebuilding the family
unit. We can't look to the federal
government for answers.':
The U.S. attorney also warned
of a tremendous rise in heroin
availability because no agreement
to spray poppy fields existed in
"golden" crescent" countries of
Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
"Iran would like to see every U.S. ·
citizen hooked," Shaheen said.
The effects of marijuana on
children was addressed by Ingrid
Lanther M.D., a practicing
pediatrician from Willoughby,
Ohio. She claimed children who
smoke pot fail to meet challenges
or make goals i~ life.
"With chronic smoking, there is
short term memory and a lack of
motivation,•· Lant her said.
"'School performance is down as
children become tired and
forgetful. The mind wanders." '

Lanther claimed the majority of
students in junior high are now
drug users, and use is being
discovered in grade schools. She
cited peer pressure as a reason for

UIE

Medical.
.S~hooJ

Four-year fully recognized and
established Mexican Medical School.
with several hundred American
students enrolled. Use Englisl't
textbooks, with First Semester exams
in English. School combines quality
education. small classes. experienced
teachers. modern facilities.

Universidad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St., NY. NY 10017
(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784

"Computer Simulation?
It was my take off
to a great future."
Becoming a Llnk Engineer has made a big
difference in my career. I wanted-<;r challenge.
And the ch.a nce to design something exciting.
Link gives me that chance and more.
Modem simulation technology was born at
our company more than ftity years ago and
ever since then, we've been the industry's
leader in the design and manufacturing ot
aviation and aerospace trc..mung devices. Our
trainers can realistically fly you from New York
to LA and Housto:-1 to the moon without ev~r
leaving their hangar.

We're looking ior graduates with degrees
in Engineering·(EE, ME, IE) Computer Science,
Physics and Business. See us on campus or
contact AC. Esworthy - Llnk Division of
Singer, Binghamton, New York (60~) 772-3561.

Link Simulation is Future Engineering

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ·

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
FRI~AY DECEMBER 5, 1980
AOMSIO!IOf THE

SINCE R COW.NV

Binghamton. New York 13902

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Editorial
The figures are forcing a trend
The figures are alaniiing. They affirm the fact
that UNH's faculty compensation has declined
by nearly one full academic rank during the past
nine years. During the same period the
student/faculty ratio has increased 21 percent
and there is currently only one full-time female
professor at UNH.
None of the numbers add up for those
admission officials who are trying to attraact
more students· from the so-called "prestigious
schools" dr for the administrators and faculty
members who want to recruit "top-notch"
professors with benefit packages.
Instead the Higher Education General Survey
(REGIS) released by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare spells out the stark reality
for UNH officials--this University is in a trend

which is "extremely dangerous and must not
only be halted but turned around."
UNH's teachers' salaries and benefits are
lower than at four of the other five New England
state universities.
In fact, UNH teachers receive $3500 less than
the average g29,ooo salary.
But the University is not only deficient on the
financial timetables. In 1979-80 UNH had o~ly
· one full-time female professor, while only 17
percent of the associate and 28 ·p ercent of th€
assistant professors are female.
Of course; women do account for 45 percent of
the lecturers and 56 percent of our instructors
but women's salaries are four to ten percent
lower than men;s.
This series of facts harms the students'

I'M SORRY, BUT THE
ONLY _CARDS THAT WE'RE

education.
Academicians should not be attracted merely
by a high pay scale and ~ hefty benefit package,
but realistically teachers cannot afford the costof-living at current pay rates. Besides if the
University of Connecticut or Massachusetts is
willing to hire it is difficult to tum down the extra
$3000 to be a Durham professor.
All of these trends need to be reversed for the
benefit of the students, faculty and
administrators at UNH.
They need to be paid attention to today while
the caliber ofUNH's education is still high and
not irreparable.
The state of New Hampshire and the
University must realize the importance of UNH
as a now nationally-known institution. They
have to talk dollars and cents--in 1980 terms.

ELY ARENA
X OFFICE

ACCEPTING- TONIGHT ARE.
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Letters
BIQbddrive
To the Editor:
We of the Durham Red Cross Blood
Services wish to take this opportunity
to wish a Happy Thanksgiving to all
our loyal donors who have given so
many so much for which to be
thankful!
As you are enjoying your holiday,
don't forget us as we plan our annual
Christmas blood drive. Due to a
conflict in room availability, this
holiday drive will begin on Sunday
December 7th from 12 noon to 5 pm at
the Mub! On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, December 8-9-10 the drive
will return to its normal hours, IO to 3.
Due to this change, you are asked
urgently to help us have an i:xcellent
opening day so that our total collection
will not decrease in the face of the long
ho.liday needs.

It , is hoped that those of you who
cannot conveniently donate the
remainder of the week and those who
can never donate during usual hours
will respond on Sunday.
• For this unusual situation, the theme
will be "It'll be the 'Dickens' of a
Christmas" with entertainment and
holiday festivity to set the mood for the
season to come.
Enjoy your Thanksgiving, come
back rested and we'll see you soon.
Jerry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman

Trent
To the Editor:
In this letter. I would like to address
Kim Biflings, the author of the review
on Trent Arterb~rry's performance on
November 17. There is no denying the

fact that there were certain aspects of
the show which could have been
improved upon: the one hour and 20
minute wait, the show only lasted one
hour. and MUSO certainly needs some
help with the correct use of stage
lighting.
However, the criticisms against the
actual performance of Trent
Arter~ :· rry and his troupe are
ridicuious. Yes, he did gear his show for
college students: there was some sex (by the way Kim, the cello represented
a woman ... that's called creativity), and
one skit on smoking pot.
But how about his "touching" (if
that's not too corny) interpretation of a
lonely old man, a bum, finding a bit of
happiness in something as simple as
playing with a puppy? How can you
ignore his grand finale--it was
beautiful!!
.
In conclusion, Kim, I feel that
Trent's performance was excellent. He
combined just . the right amount of
humor. audience participation and

serious art.
Kim, if you'd been paying attention,
instead of intently concentrating on
inventing ".cutesie ", sarcastic phrases
for your review, you may have enjoyed
yourself. Too bad, Kim ...too bad.
Nancy Smith
Atlantic Motel

picked up where the football team left
off... "
Since when has Mr. Nader become
such an expert on marching bands?
Does the "dear bov" realize the
difficulty involved in getting people to
march and play uniformly while
executing difficult manuevers?
Evidehtly not. otherwise he would have
realized that the UNH colorguard is
one of the best in the east (far superior
· to U Mass') and that the band. though
admittedly small (about l / 4 the size of
the Minutemen), plays just as well,
person to person. right on down the
To the Editor:
line. Obviously. they cannot compete
I'm writing in response tQ Mr. Bill
with U Mass "volumewise". and so Mr.
Nader's critique of the UNH Marching · Nader chooses to belittle their musical
Band in the November 18th issue of ability.
The New Hampshire. l feel it was
I personally invite "Bill" to join
grossly unfair of him to comment "The
Larry Lang (our new director whose
only transition to take place Saturday
efforts have improved the band
in Alumni Stadium was during the
tremendously) and the rest of the staff
halftime festivities when the
next year in working with the band so
Minutemen Marching Band mercifully
that in the future he might have some
replaced UNH's. The UMass Band
background knowledge in hand about

Band
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his subject matter before he sets down
to type his story.
Otherwise he might find himself one
night pelted with mouthpieces, gored
by flags, and beaten with drum sticks as
he leaves The New Hampshire's offices.
Paul "Creative" Arts Center isn't that
far from the MUH!
Peaches
Trombone
UNH Marching Band
To the Editor:
To Bill Nader:
I must object to your derogatory
mention of the UNH Marching Band in
your Nov. 18th account of the UMass
game. It is a shame that The New
Hampshire's only mention of the band
should be an unpleasant one. I believe
that the sports page was the wrong
place to make any mention of the band
whatsoever, because our performance
had nothing to do with that of the
football team. We have had no support
from the student newspaper in quite a
while ... but back to the paragraph ·in
question.
We are not embarassed to perform
on the same field with the fine U Mass
Marching Band. They boast of a band
of 200 marchers; we have 55 marchers.
Please remember that their student
body popul~io~ is four times that of

ours--naturally, they are going to have
a bigger band. They can perform more
intricate drills and sound louder than
us because of their size.
But after viewing the tapes from the
show, one can see that person for
person, we are on ~n equal with U Mass
in marching skills and playing ability, if
not exceptionally higher, because our
55 have to sound like IOO on the field. I
have always been proud to march in
front of, and direct, the UNH
Marching Band , even when other
bands were bigger than we.
I think you confused standards of
quality with those of quantity, Mr.
Nader, and would ask that you not do
that with the UNH Bands again.
Should you personally be embarassed
over the band's size, or if any student
should be, then we cordially invite you
to come joing the marching band next
year. You will then see how proud we
are of our people and their
performance.
If you do not play an instrument, you
may still join. We can always use
people to carry the USA and State
flags.
Eileen Yarrison
Drum Major _
UNH Marching -Band
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behind other non-academic
workers, . the entire academic
The report presented a series of
profession is gra·vely . thretened .
recommendations dealing with .·• The concept of a 'merit' raise less
each of these problem areas: ' than the inflation rate in
__continued from page 1
faculty salaries, fringe benefits, , . meaningless," the report declared.
with t-hem to add.ress these inequities between salaries of men ·
and women, and the student J
problems."
faculty ratio.
. _
Haaland stated that he had read
The report recommended that '
the report through once and he was
·· interested in seeing what was used . the faculty be paid the equivilent of
in terms of data. "The issue is . the aver~ge compensation of New
whether we are concerned about England State .universities (except '
Massachusettes) , that the
the faculty salaries at the
Winter Storage
SJ0°0
University, which indeed we are," minimum annual raise be equal to ·
the rise in the cost of living for the
Storage and Tune-up ·s2000
Haala~d concluded.
The economic welfare report · . preceding year, and that excellence
Storage & Overhaul s4ooo
was written by a committee in teaching be rewarded by
Winter Tune-up
s2000
1
chaired by Physics Professor establishing a merit pool beyond
the funds set aside for .the cost of
Richard Kaufmann.
Complete Overhaul s4ooo
living increase.
In respon se to Haaland 's
"If facy.Jty salaries continue to
comment about the source of the
lag behind the cost of living and
data , Kaufman explained that the
figures came from the Higher
.Education General S u r v e y . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
(HEGIS) · which is conducted
annually for the Education
The Wor ld of Books
Division. of the Department of
Is the most remarkable creation of man,
Helath, Education and Welfare.
Some figures came form the Office
Nothing else he builds lastso
of institutional Research.
Monuments fall,
Kaufmann said the responsiveNations perish,
ness of the administration would
not be evident for a while. Paul
Civilizations grow old and die out
Brockelman, the Preside-nt of the
And after an era of darkness
AAUP, gave President Handler a
New races build otherso
copy of the report, according to
Kaufmann.
But in the world of books are volumes
"It takes a while to get the
That
have seen this happen again and again
budget formed and passed by the
And yet live on
legislature. The main proof will be
in what happens next year," he
Still young,
said.
Still as fresh as th~ day they were written,
On a national scale, Kaufmann
Still telling men's hearts
said, "The purchasing power has
gone down a lot more for faculty
Cf the hearts of me~ centuries deado
members than almost any other
profession."
by Clarence Day
Professor Robert Craig of the
Political Science Department
summarized the report: "Despite
Presented to you by the UNB: Bookstore
the fact that we have recieved
where books are recognized as the world's
i_ncreases in pay-in some cases
generous-because of inflation, the
written meaning - and customers as the
purchasing power of the money is
collectors of ito
equivalent to what we were earning
about ten years ago. This gives
everybody a sense of frustration.
You have to think of what happens
in terms of your family. Your
income could have doubled (from
$9,000 to $18 ,000) and you would
still be having the same tro-uble
making end s meet. "

Durham
Bike

Got so_
m ething

you want to
feature?

Come to room

151 in theMUB.
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Arts & Featu res
·Christian's womenso ngs

Meg Christian
at the mub

. (Barbie Walsh photo)

By Mary Ellersick
Meg .Chrisuan 's performance
lived up to its billing as a concert of
women's music. Her versatile style
of guitar playing, powerful voice,
and repertoire directed toward
women resulted in a concert that
braught the largely female crowd
to its feet.
Christian performed to an
audience of about 300 people in the
Granite State room of the MUB
last night. From the moment she
took the stage at 8:25, Meg worked
to estabiish a comfortable rapport
with her audience.
"I know the audience is divided
into two groups: the one that
knows why guitars get out of tune
in the rain ·a nd the one that wished
I'd just tune the damn thing and get
it over with," she said between
songs. Her one-liners and fillers as
she tuned her instrument were one
of the most enjoyable parts of the
show.
Christian wore white pants, .a

white shirt, and a burgundy
sweater, which she discarded after
the f~rst song. The first song
established a precedent: Christian
encouraged the audience to sing
along with her.
Christian recently released her
second album on Olivia Rec~rds
Face the Music. Some of her song~
a.re militantly feminist, such as
"Leaping Lesbian." There were a
number of women in the audience
who res.ponded to this theme: one
woman sported a "DYKE"button.
The strength of the concert was
the inspiration it afforded the .
women who attended. Christian
told me in an interview after the
co:r;icert that she had 'little to add to
what her music had already said.
Sh~ had led the crowd through a
variety of moods from the misery
of "I Got Cramps" to the delicate
"restless".
Christian said that in 1972 she
heard the first song she had ever
heard about women who were
friends. Before that she had only

heard "I Love Mother" and "She
Used To Be My Best Friend, Then
She Stole My Boyfriend and Now
I Hate Her" songs.
The concert was sponsored by
the Women's Center, who claimed
they did not make any money from
it. Tickets were four dollars for
UNH students and five dollars for
the general public. There were a lot
of people from outside UNH there.
Reactions from male members
9f the audience varied from a
simple "She's great" to a remark
that "After that last song, I got
cramps!"
Christian presented formidable
talents in her strong voice and
guitar playing. Her style, described
in a press release as "encompassing
classical, toIK, country, mountain
and contemporary elements,~.
does have an incredible range. She
kept the whole audience
~nt~rt~ined with her lively stories,
mv1tat1ons to sing along, and
masterful presentation of both
so~g- and prose. continued page 14

Gloria in the
meanstre em
By Joel Brown
Everybody knows someone like
Gloria. She is the cocktail waitress
whose makeup can't hide her
years, the hairdresser whose
boyfriend drives a sinister
Cadillac. Her mouth is hard from
holding too many cigarettes and
rnd Gloria is not the consistent
giving too many unfelt kisses. Her
eyes have seen too much, and they , piece of work it m~ht have been in
the hands of a regular Hollywood
still see life a little too clearly. But
••1 think the shapes are neat,"
director.
Gloria is on her own in New York
said a visiting grade school student
Rowlands is brilliant as Gloria,
now; she has her clothes, her
of the sculptures by Stan·ton Sears,
and the 8-year old kid isn't bad.
savings, and her pride, and no
, matter what happens, she's going
lecturer at UNH.
But their movie-long relationship
- . Y}:l_Q.!9 by J-C Lafi!ee~
•
is full of macho tough talk that the
to keep all three.
kid is supposed to have learned (I
When the gangster who lives
fhe series, shows a virginal pigeon
By J-C Lameer
assume) at home from his gangster
You're mistreating yourself if in contrast with faces that express down the hall is shotgunned,
father. The problem is, Cassavetes
old
you're only going to read and hear: death, anguish and despair. Each Gloria is harboring his 8 year
(his friend?) Buck Henry in the
cast
with
one
Book--the
The
and
son,
plays
that
number
series
a
has
print
about the visual experience you
brief role of the father. Henry is an
and
can treat yourself to at the Paul an important role in balancing the all · the names and dates
effete, Saturday Night Live.,.~rowd
composition, and adds to the amounts, you know the book.
Creative Arts Center Galleries.
want
comedian, and he's just not suited
gang
boyfriend's
old
Gloria's
whole.
a
as
series
the
of
appearance
The galleries house two different
to the role at all; his casting hurts
The Book and the boy. To give
The Kaddish series, which took
exhibitions, separated by a
her
film. He's no Puerto Rican.
staircase, and will run them three years to produce (Lasansky them up would cost Gloria cost theA second complaint is that the
simultaneously worked on other pride; to hang onto them may
_through December 10.
ending is a cheat. I won't spoil it by
The upper level of the galleries projects), is now exhibited for the her life.
how, but Cassavetes
saying
worksoutin•the
Rowlands
Gena
series
The
entiretv.
it's
in
time
first
offers nineteen intaglio prints by
definitely went soft when he wrote
and
Mauricio Lasansky, who, at age is scattered among °th~ private movie Gloria, a role written
the final scene.
eighteen, had already decided that collections of two colleagues of directed for her by her husband,
But...go see the movie. There are
film
the
in
Flaws
Cassavetes.
John
temporarily
is
.
but
Lasansky,
his future was in print making.
little things that make it
'many
snap-crackle-pop
her
beside
pale
Susan
of
efforts
the
to
due
reunited
Now, ... years older and having
work: the opening credits-handles the
taught his skill for the past thirty- F. Olney, curator of the Art performance. GloriaPuerto Rican,
paintings that blend into a New
sobbing 8-year old
five years at Iowa State University, Department's galleries.
York night skyline; the thug with
gunfive
and
cabbie,
insolent
an
already
is
who
Olney,
·
Susan
he is considered as one of the most
shotguns bitching about how
equal
the
with
mobsters
wielding
next
together
putting
busy
influential printmakers of the
he got lost on the way to kill the
semester's first exhibition -- aplomb. And shoots straight,
United States.
of her suitcase gangster and his family; the view of
Argentina-born Lasansky is drawings of contemporary despite the weight
Yankee Stadium from the window
clothes.
of
full
early
and
Breverman
Harvey
.
featured here with his eight-piece
Gloria's apartment.
of
Cassavetes
time
sixth
the
is
This
Marsden
century's
twentieth
Kaddish series in which he used all
The violence in the film is
and Rowlands have collaborated
his craftsmanship to express the Hartley--sees the gaileries not ·only
restrained, and the more powerful
a film; the only -other one
horrors of war, a re~urring theme as a teaching tool, but also as an on
for it. The shotgun murders at the
commercial
the
approaching
other
to
UNH
for
ambassador
in his works.
beginning of the film are shown
was 1972's A
As many as fifty-five different universities and the non-academic appeal of Gloria
Woman Under the Influence, with • simply with one window of the
plates were used for one print that world.
Rowlands and Peter Falk. apartment being blown out; there's
"The White Mountains
focuses on the Holocaust; a print
no need to display what's going on
typically makes erratic,
Cassavetes
that, ~imilar to the other prints in
~ontinued page 11
inside. And when Gloria blows
intellectual, uncommercial films.
By Jill Arabas WUNH
Face to Face
Face to face with Face to Facerocks the Franklin
a happy mi.x of good R 'N' Rand a
whole lot of fun on Saturday night.
Where a typical crowd at the
overcrowded club enjoyed the New
Hampshire band on November· 22,
\
. .
.
one-haJf of a Face to Face weekend
at the Franklin Ballroom in
Durham.
Face to Face always attracts a
giant audience when they play in
the area, with devoted followers of
the several-year-old band and
catching them for the first
clones
photo)
"';...

:

-Faceto
Face
to Face

(Jonathan Blake

By JR
away some hoods, the audience is
too busy cheering to notice the
blood.
Gloria is re.ally a standard film
noir with a sex change. The first
time we see Gloriq is thro_ugh an
apartment peephole; she stands in
the hall in a Humphrey Bogart
trenchcoat, puffing impatiently at
a cigarette. Before long, she is
. sought by both the gangsters and
the police. And she caps her every
gun-wielding scene with some
devastating one-liner. . Even Bill'
Conti's smoky, saxophone-heavy
score is steeped in 1930s
melodrama.
The plot of the film is not as
mazelike as the usual film noir,
however. It is merely an extended
\Chase scene, punctuated by
Gloria's wild confrontations with
the mobsters. But there haven't
been scenes like those for an
actress since Jl{orma Rae. This
woman gets her due!
There ought to be a best actress
Oscar in this, but there probably
won't be. Oscars are for big
Hollywood stars. This is a small,
New York movie, and an imperfect
one at that.
But 1 couldn't help·liking Gloria
a lot.Hit had been her face Jimm)'
Cagney smashed that grapefruit in.
she would have pistol-whipped
him, said, "Later, sucker," and
shot his bodyguard on her way out
the door. Whew.
time. Most of them were pleased
with the group's tight set of slightly
new wave rock. dancing and
singing to their catchy, melodic
tunes.
Face to Face had the Franklin
hopping to a variety of originals
and a few cover tunes. I liked their
up-beat version of the Stone's
"Ruby Tuesday", though I did
hear a few mixed reactions
mumbled through the crowd. All
their numbers were generally well
received. es·pecially faves ' like
·•Hiding Place" and "Give Me
con~!nued page ~ ! ·
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Elizabeth Duff, Kevin Mcdough,
and Donna DeSarto, in
Russian Nights.

contmuea ~rom page 1~
Your Love."
I feasted on the costumed-out
Franklin crowd that night. One
fellow I noticed had a bird on his
shoulder, and· one was passed out
atop on a table down front. The
majority, however, were just
hanging out for a good tim-e, and
Face to Face was ready.
Paula Dudley sang her usualy
strong leads to accompany the
'guitars, bass, saxophone, and
percussion that makes the band. I
hate to resort to comparison but
she reminds me of Robin Lane in
both the resonance and capacity of
her voice.
The sax, an instrument more
comfortable in rock and R & B
bands lately, added intensity and
smoothness to the group's overall
voice.
Face to Face played.games with
the crowd, too, as they usually do
with a packed crowd like the
Franklin's. Paula, and Stu and
Angelo (lead and rhythm guitars)
encoµraged their fans to clap and
dance through the night, and at
one point even snagged two
couples to rock out with the band
on stage. I've seen the stunt in
other Face to Face shows, always
with ready participation from the
folks down on the dance floor.
Warm pats on the back to sound
man, Lenny, for the most crystal
clear mix I've heard 'in New
Hampshire in a long time. No
complaints about any of the tunes,
the slow ones, the fast pacers, or
the three new ones in Saturday's
showcase.
Also, look for Face to Faces's
single in January or February.
Start off the new year with some
local rock 'n' roll, from a group
that more than one fan would like
to see go places soon. I really liked
Face to Face, and hope it's just a
matter of time before their sound is
heard fr.om coast to coast.

(J. Horne photo)

Russian N,ghls
"~ach story wa~ cut but not
Russian Nights will be
said. "This
performed in the Johnson Theater rewntten," Martin
Dec. 2-6 at 8 pm and Dec 3rd at 2 l presents a problem becauseis they
no
pm. Tickets: General $4; students, pnmanly anecdotal--thereA lot of
structure.
dramatic
sharp
UN H staff, senior citizens $3.
Chekhov's stories end . with the
Information: 862-2290.
climax. This creates difficult
By Martha J. Thomas
Russian Nights, an adaptation emotional builds--a challenge for
of four Chekhov short stories will the actors."
open on December 2nd as UNH's
second major production.
Brian Hotaling, one of th~
The pieces, A Calamity. eleven member company, values
Enemies, Agafya, and The Lady the experience of working in the
With the Dog, were adapted bv Chamber Theater style. "The
John Edwards and are being team biggest challenge was the
directed by Edwards and Jeffrev conyention of speaking in third
·
Martin.
person and living in third person,"
T 11e stories share a common said Hotaling.
theme: -Adultery. "Each piece
The sto.ries chosen tor Russian
coocerns a woman in a bad Nights were written in Chekhov's
marriage who does something later career. 'They show great
about it--with tragic or comic insight into human suffering," ·
results," Edwards said monday commented Martin, "All of the·
night. "But each is from a different chu~ acters are sympathetic."
point of view, and each is
constructed differently."
The stories will be presented 'in Each member of the cast has a
the Chamber Theater style, a form major role i.n the production as
t~at entails the adaptation of a well as playing minor parts. "We
hteray work for the stage, with the have a really positive cast-· ·
use oj narrators

Tiiink of the
turkeys

Our 8th Annual Winter Music Sale

3 o·A vs ONLY
Tue. Dec ·2-Wed. Dec 3-Thurs. Dec 4

8 AM-7:30
*EVERY L.P., Pre-recorded Cassette & 8-Track

$1.00 OFF
(i.e. $7.98 List LP., Our Reg. -Price $6.49, Sale $5.49)

*TOP QUALITY SCOTCH MASTER II &
Ill C-90 CASSETTES

$1.00 OFF
(plus an additional $1.00 coupon from MFG.)

The cast has been working on
the show since mid October, the
script has been shaped and revised
as the production has progressed.
Robert Breen of Northwestern
University, the originator of the
Chamber Theater style, worked
with the cast for a week, helping
them to adapt to the form.
"He was an enormous influence
and help," Hotaling said.
Although having two directors
"can get a littl~ confusing,"
according to Walsh, "it's worked
out fine."
Edwards likes team directing as
it allows the directors to take
simultaneous objective and
subjective views of the play, and
Martin stressed the need for
communication between cast and
directors, "We made it clear from
the start--if you get confused, ask,
don't sulk."
-

conunued from page 10
exhibition . we had earlier this
semester drew a record number of
visitors, and UNH now starts
seeing the galleries a!- a resource
that reaches beyond the confines of
the univeristy," Olney said. "After
all, the university is a state-funded ·
institµtion, and I think that the
White ~Mountains ~xhibition really
was important for New
Hampshire," she explained.
Descending the staircase, you
arrive at the faculty show; thirtyfive sculptures and canvasses by
four artists· from the art
.department itself. It is an
unwritten rule that faculty
members who are new to UNH, or
who have returned from
sabbatical, sho,w some of their
recent work to the public, and this
exhibition is a splendid occasion to
inform yourself on what new input
the art department has haa
recently.
The galleries, located on campus
in the Paul Creative Arts Center
are open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m:
Monday through Thursday and I
to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
and admission is free to everyone.
Go see the show.
)_

STONE CHURCH
Newmarket 659-6321
Wed.-Sat. 8-1 a.m.
Sun 7-12 p.m.
FRI/SAT:
28th & 29th

Sleet Street Su/fie

SUN:
30th

-Hoot with Jim Tierney

Closed Wed & Thurs
Nov. 26 & 27

Dancing

Happy Hour - All night

WE
CAN
OFFER YOU:
A chance to represent ··UNH
traveling throughout the state
and region; enhance your
leadership skills, develop
c<:1,reer contacts and share your
feelings about life at UNH
with alumni; participate 1n
activities- and programs for
alumni ...

ANO

*DEPENDABLE MEMOREX CASSETTES & 8-TRACKS

A GOOD TIME!

$1.00 0FF

The Alumni Association 1s
now accepting applications
f ram students for Student
Ambassad or positions.
Appli-cations are · available at
the Alumni Center and
. Student Activities Office,
MUB. Call Elaine Dewey 8622040 for more information .

*MUSIC BOOKS-(INC LUDING CHRISTMAS)

$1.00 OFF
-Don't miss out on these savingsAnd Remember- 10% OFF ON ALL BOOKS

the book loft at town & campus
64 main street. durham. 868-9661
VISA/ mastercard/ gift wrapping

.
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contin~ed from page 1
at the end of the c_alender year. I'm
going to propose that accreditation expire at the end -of the
academic year instead. We are
discussing this in house and we
plan to review the possibility of
· chan.ging some accreditation
procedures. l'm going to
recommend a longer time frame
for a·ppeals and move the
accreditation process back six or
nine months," he said.

L&ilbur:'P.u know your <.oool sweater?

Music

Theo~ you're- ux,rried will get mia/,
up wi#\the restofthe

laundry? ·

continued from page 2
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girl saw Dartmough boys as "mild
orange."
Thomson said there was a study
done on a 30 year old man who
experienced both taste and visual
sensations when listening to music.
Minor chords elicited a bitter taste,
while major chords seemed sweet
tasting. Even after the music
stopped, the sensations continued.
"Many people experience some
forms of Synesthesia," Thomson
said, "but they don't realize it is
something special, they think that
everyone experiences the same
things they do. But the truth is that
a synesthetic has special gifts."
Thomson said the Psychology of
Music will not be offered in the
coming spring semester because
instructors are allowed to teach
only one special topic course per
year, but he said if the interest is
there, he hopes to continue
teaching the course at night or over
the summer.

UNIVERSITY OF ~EW HAMPSHIRE

JIMMY
MAZZY
SINGS
8 PM MONDAY DECEMBER 1
S:rRAFFORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

TICKETS $3.50 STUDENTS $2.50
AVAILABLE AT MUS TICKET OFFICE
(862-2290 FOR RESERVATIONS)
ANO AT THE DOOR.
::

Studentsjor Recycling
Presents:

f

l\l

N.H.O.C.
SKI SWAP
9am-5pm
Senate Merrimack Room MUB
Dec 10-12

SELL and BUY

Winter Sports Equipment
Bring back any used
equipment to sell after.
Thanksgiving

S~ide Show and T~lk By:
Liz Bedard from the
Governor's Council on Energy
7:30 p.m. WED. DEC. 3rd
.FORUM RM. OF THE LIBRARY
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Rates: $l.00for4Sworcbperfnsertfon
Each additional run·:$1.00

For Rent : 2nd s-emester through summer:
Apartment bedroom for 1 or 2 females .
Crescent house in Durham on Madbury
Rd . Close to UNH S255 per month plus
utiL ':':1II 868 -5954. 12/ 12
For Rent (Dover). Looking for one person
to share a 3 room apt. with one other
person (me). Have your own bedroom.
$125 / month, plus Heat and Electric . Off
street parking, n,ear K-van,-5 miles from
UNH. Available anytime after Dec. 18,
1980. ·Call Sr1rn ::,t 7.11.0 . ?1 ?o 1 1 ,,..r
2 Female Boarders wanted in my h_ome.
$45 per week per person. All ut1l1t1es
included. Call 335-1522 after 4 p.rn . 12/2
Trying to Rent your house or Apt.? Two
girls desperately need a place to live 2nd
sei:nester. Reasonable price and good
neighbors a must! Call Laura or Karen at
659-6095 or see them in the Senate
Office . 11 /24.
Roommate wanted, for 5 bedroom house
in Dover. Washer and Dryer, 2 car garage,
90 bucks a month plus heat and
electricity, male preferred- Contact
anyone at 749-1853. May the best man
win- No Fumar. 12/5.
PIANO IS BEAUTIFUL! I offer carefully
~tructu~ed musical training on the piano
in my home. Treat your musical ear! Call
days;.. 149-0697 eves: 868-2837. 12/ 12
Durham: Room available for male student
for second semester. Includes stove,
refrigerator, sink, bed, desk, bureau. Heat
and elec. also included. $825/ semester.
Contact Dan at 868-9818, Room 8-1,
after 6 p.m. 11125.
·

c. lass·.A
' ds·

..

Past life therapy : is something in . your
present life puzzling you? Regression is
often a way of · solving puzzling
relat ionsh ips. Who & where were you
before 2 & with whom? for appt. call 1207-439 -9383 . 12/ 12
Liz Bedard, from the Governors Counc il
on Energy will be speaking on Recycling
in N.K. Dec. 3 at 7:30 pm in the Forum Rm.
at the Library. Coffee will be served during
the question and answer time . 11 / 24.

GARAGE SPACE WANTED in Durham,
will pay good price for safe, easily
accessible garage for one car. Contact
Bob 868-9833. 11 /?fi
AVON REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED
(Male or Female) in Dorms, Frats and
Housing in Durham and surrounding
towns . Earn $40 on S100 sales. Phone
the Avon Manager-Genevieve Smith at
742-6666 .. 12/ 5
- .
.
l

lllf

25

Wanted to rent for Spring Semester •
Apartment for 2 to 4 females in Durham.
Call Joan 749-3382. Any information will
be appreciated.

1975 Mustang II . Hatchback, am-fm
Stereo, 4 cyl, 4 speed. Excellent condition
inside & out. Radial tires 30 MPG. Asking
only S1750. Call Bob at 742-9935. 11125

ROOMMATE NEEDED : needed one
female roomate to share a 3 bedroom apt.
in Dover with 3 other girls for 2nd
semester . Inexpensive and good
neighbors. On Kari-van route!! Call soon

1976 SAAB 99 GL, automatic power
steerino. oower brakes, air-co., am-fm
Stereo with 8 track, 53000 miles. Great
condition! $3,800. Call 749-4797. 11 /25

Durham apartment needs third female
roommate for December and 2nd
semester. $134 / month includes
heat/utilities, own furnished room,
kitchen , bathroom. Excellent location in a
friendly house. Call Joy 868-1258, over
Thanksgiving call 603-826-5815 12/9
Need Female to share 3 room apartment•
Each has own bedroom . Share kitchen
and bath . Parking. Heat paid. Quiet
person. $110/mongh each plus S7.50for
electric. 868-2735 Ask for Linda . Please
'
leave message. 12/12
2 bedroom, kitchen, bathroom ground
floor apt. 2 miles from UNH, nice location.
325/ month. call Feza or Virginia in the
evenings 868-5403. 12/5
Two male roomates wanted to share room
in 2 bedroom Dover Apt. Available
January 1. $87 each per month plus heat
and electric. 3 miles to UNH. On Kari-van
route. Call 742-1065. 12/ 9

Low prices for ski equipment (used) in
excellent condition. One Pair Fisher
Superglass 185 CM skis with MarkerRotamat Bindings. One pair Lange
Standard Bots, Ladies size 8. All for S60or
buy seperatly. Also beautiful tweed
Jacket worn once, size 11, S25 . Call Sue,
eveninos. 659 -2739 11125
1970 Toyota Land Cruiser with Fischer
quick switch plow . Engine and
mechanicals excellent . New sticker.
$1400.00 complete . 6P3-868-7543 .
11 / 25
.

.

Female Roommate wanted, 2nd
semester. Durham,' close to campus. Call
Anne 868-7148.

Single Room Available, 2nd semester in
Strafford House. Furnished , with bed,
bureau, table, chairs, kitchenette and
cupboard space. Carpeted and paneled. A
Bargain at S780/semester. regularly
S825. Please see Mark Gagnon at Rm . BB Strafford House or phone 868-9818
12/12
Two girls are looking for an apartment in
Durham. Have one you want to pass on?
Call 659-6095, Laura or Karen . 12/5

For Sale : 1972 VOLVO 142 AUTO . Great
running condition, excellent winter car,
am -fm cassette stereo, radials all around.
It. blue . Call 868-5236 ask for Mark
Ganzer. S1,200. 12/ 12.
1976 Toyota Corolla, 2 dr, standard,
69000 miles, good condition and mileage,
am / fm, radials, undercoated. · Hampton
926-2477 . 11/25.
' 1973 Pontiac Ventura -Auto- Excellent
running . Recent tune-up . Recent
inspections. Radio . Little rust $750 or
best offer. Call Nelson or Samantha 8682629 after 6 p.m. 1 1/25
Stereo and Video components at MEGA
discounts. All new and fully guaranteed.
Major brands available. Lowest prices
anywhere in New England. Call Mike
Coleman at 862 - 1288 or stop by Room 22
in Kappa Sigma for details anytime except
Mondays. 11125.
Guitar Amplifier . Peavy classic 410. Lots
of power. 4 10" speakers. Asking $219
with small stone electro-harmonix phase
shifter. Call Chris at 2-2454or 868-9743 .
Williamson . 11128.

.;t. i~:~i~fS~~;l~!:~\~ -?~~:; ;:~:• {
FOUND : IPR down mittens on Dover B
Kari-Van . To claim call 742-8023. 11 /25 .
Lost: A pair of clogs at the Halloween
Party at Hubbard Hall . Found another pair
of clogs which I wore home. Maybe this
was just a mix-up? If you have any
information please call Karen or Kathy in
Room 301 Gibbs Hall . 2-1596 or 8689860. 11 /25
Found: One half of a S100 bill. Do you
have the other half? Call 862-1550, Leave
messae;: 11

Deadline,: TueadayotJp.m.forP.rfday;•·pipe':'.
.
frfdayatJp.m.f9r.~ • ~ .

1976 Ford Granada 4 doors, 6 cylinder,
silver color. Asking $2300. Call 7421646. 12/ 5

Ride to West Palm Beach area, Florida,
any time after December 17 (Wednesday).
Share driving and expenses. Ask for Sue
at 659-6095. 12/ 5
2 Roommate's wanted for second
semester; openings as of Jan . 1.
Preferably male . . Large apartment in
rv, 1:s111vuu1 near 11.an-van route . Rent :
$88.75 monthly per person utilities not
included. Call evenings 436-6142 ask for
John or Emerson . 11 / 28
l 9 75 Dodge Maxivan-Power steering,
power brakes, AC. Reese hitch . Above
average condition. 603 - 868- 7542 .
11/25

Care P_h armacy
51-53 Main Street, Durham
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Registration forms are now available for
Hetzel Hall's Fourth Annual Dance-a Thon to benefit the Kidney Foundation to
be held February 6th, 7th, 8th. Forms are
availabe at Area Desks, Info desk,
Commuter Center, Head Residents, Frat.
and sorority Presidents. S_
t art getting
sponsors now! Grand Prize is a trip for two
to sunnv Bermuda! 11/25.
Students! Do you have Marvel comic
books si~ting around your room? If so, I
will assess and most likely buy them from
you . Call 868 -5149 between 4 pm and 8
pm Monday thru Friday, Ask for
Tim .11/25.
WANTED : two male Astaires for 48 hours
on February 5, 6, & 7 for the Dance-a thon to benefit the Kidney Foundation.
Interested? Call 868-9860 or 2 - 1596 and
ask 'tor Kate or Nickie.
Michael : We wanted Lou Reed to call you
uu1 ne s booked, so .. .Happy Birthday to
you , Happy Birthday to you, Happy
Birthday Micheal Landroche, Happy
Birthday to you. Your 'Mates at the Annex.
Hey, Hey Landroche, I may want to play
football for the coach, but that's pathetic.
Happy Birthday. Take a Walk on the wild
side. Viciously, Lou . P.S. Quit stealin' my
act.
Jim, Helen, Kevin & the Atlantic Specials:

SQCl4B1

~f

Campus ay Awareness. Male/female,
gay / straight - All welcome to
organizational meeting for Sem. II on
Thurs . Dec.4 ~t 8 p.m ., Ham Smith 225.
Our primary purpose: to promote a
healthy acceptance of gays at UNH.
11/25
Fraternities and sororities · We need your
help. The MUB Pub Club is sponsoring
Christmas at a local children's home and
we need gifts for the kids . Can you help
us? Donation night is Sunday December
7th , the night of the MUB Pub Club
Christmas Party. A Rick Bean Production.
11/25
HITCHCOCK 3rd! You're the tops! As far
as we're concerned you're ALL winners!
Hope you had fun "scavenging"! Have a
great gcbbly Turkey Day - we've got a
suprise cooking for when you get back!
Love. your fearless leaders. UL.2,5._
Faculty and St-aft - The- children at a local
childrens home do not have the benefits
your kids will have Christmas morning .
Thats why we 're sponsoring Christmas
for them . A small gift will help the cause .
Donation of gifts will be Sunday night
December 7th at the MUB PUB CLUB . If
you can't make it and would like to donate
a gift, call student activities 2-1001 . We'll
pick it up.·A Rick Bean Production.
1

Happy Birthday Liz, Wha's up? You 're
going to be legal so you can Hop, skip and
go Naked at Nick's Happy hour without
auilt! Yahoo!!
Tom Baversfeld Fan Club Organizational
Meeting; weekends in Bathroom at
Nick's second urinal to the right . 11 /25
Happy Birthday/ Anniversary Nickl I love
voul Me. 11 /25
MINOR .. nothing could be finer. We've
spent a whole year together! Let's relive
our first date: you shave and get a haircut,
and I'll spill my drink and swear in front of
your mother. It's been a great year. Love,
Deb. 11/25

Special
Price

Ski Tuning · complete service includes
scraping, flat filing, side filing , deburring,
hot wax and buff. Reasonable prices. Pick
up and delivery if needed. Call Jim 7491394. 12/12
Charles Levesque: Also proof that I am
not only angered at people sneaking by
the tollbooth .. .Nice to hear from you . And
who knows, maybe Nora Ephron will
come to UNH again. Yours in newsprint,
Kim .
Pignappers · O.K., you've had him long
enough. I'll admit that I " used and
abused" Dwight, but he's only an ugly pig.
Next time you want to make bacon, use
someone else's baby. Julie. 11 /25
Happy Birthday Liz, Wha's up? Your're
going to 'be legal so you can Hop, Skip and
Go Naked at Nick's happy hour without
guilt! Yahoo!!
4th floor Stokies - It's been a rough
semester, and I've been a real pain in the
ass. Thanks for caring and trying to
understand. Also, to the inhabitants of
446 (and Jay), I don't think you're jerks,
just a little hard to understand (but I'm
trying!) Much love, Julie. 11125
To the person who stole the down vest &
jacket from Catnip Pub on Nov. 19. We
know who you are ana Ir you ao not return
it to Lib. Main desk by Dec. 10 Legal action
will be taken. P.S. Don't forget the wallet.
12/5
Tuesday Night Tuck-in Service. The hit
social event of the season. Tonight & next
Tuesday (Dec. 2) from 10 p.m.-1 a.m.
S1.50 gets milk, cookies, bedtime story,
and lullaby. Don't miss out! These are the
last 2 nights. Call Bert 2-1586 or Paul 21613 for reservations. 11 /25
Faculty and staff - The .children at a local
childrens home do not have the benefits
your kids will have Christmas morning.
That's why we're sponsoring Christmas
for them . A small gift will help the cause.
Dqnation of gifts will be Sunday night
December 7th at the MUB Pub Club. If you
can't make it and would like to donate a
gift, call Student Activities 2-1001. We'll
pick it up. A Rick Bean Production . 11125
Will Barf Bergeron blow brunch? Will
Stud Strauss stain the sheets? Will Killer
Kelley kill the keg with control? Check out ·
"the lowest" 107. Love, "the druggie"
and "the waste case". 11 /25
·

To Susie the Muppet Lover: Happy 19th
Little Sis. You're such a sex kitten!
December 5th is right around the corner,
can't wait! Lot's of Love, Judy. 11 /25
If you're tired of the UNH ignorance
concerning sexuality and same-sex
orientation, we want your ideas and
input. Campus Gay AwarenessOrganizational meeting and plans for
second semester. Thurs, Dec. 4 at 8 p.m.,
Ham Smith 225. Don't forget- Dec.4I
11/25
Dorms - Why not Band together within
your Hall and make a donation to the MUB
Pub Clubs - Help a kid at Christmas
campaign ! We are sponsoring Christmas
at a local children's home and we need
your help. Donation night is Sunday night
December 7th, the night of the Annual
Christmas Party at the MUB Pub Club. A
Rick Bean Production . 11 /25

I HAIR CUT FROffl

RAIRrB
UNI.Ii . EOQ

'TRADEMARK

Save money for school. Live rent free
Cook / Housekeeper. Only Serious
inquiries. Nov-May, close to shuttle. Call
926 -2421 after 5
12/ 5

p.m.

· • · •·•·•· •·. •· ·•·• a!il 1mrma•• • ·•:r• • t• ·•·•·• · r• · •

IS SHEAR HAPPENINBS

Having a party? Need a D.J.? Try Sunday
Brunch for a change of pace. For more
info. call Dwayne or Dan at 742
7422.12/2.
T'ff:N G - Re .ired secre,ary. Experie-1:::~d
in all types of term papers. Proficient in
spel ling , grammar, punctuation, etc.
Reasonable rates. Prompt service.
Located walking distance to UNH . Call
Anita 868- 7078 .. 20 Park Court, Durham .
12/ 12
NOW TAKING DATES for Princess House
home parties . Special Gifts for
hosts / hostesses. 25 % total sales FREE
merchandise All before Chr istmas!
Satisfaction guaranteed. Try it you won't
be sorry . Call Susan . eves. 749-3117.
11 , 25
.

29 Main St.
Durham

HOURS
Mon-Sat 9-5:30 p.m.
Thur-Fri till 7 :00 p.m .

HAS ANYONE TRIED TO RAPE YOU?
HAVE YOU BEEN RAPED?

PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by
University Secretarial Associates. IBM
CORRECTING SELECTRIC. ·Choice of
s.t y I e . p it c h . S p e II i n g . g r a m m a r ,
punctuation corrected. 14 years
secretarial / teaching experience. Diana
Schuman 742-A858. 12/ 12

HAS

PRECISION TYPING- Experienced
secretary in all areas of typing . Fast
and professional results. Choice of
type elements and style. Reasonal;>le
rates . Call Bethany 868 - 5746.

SOMEONE YOU KNOW
RAPED?

BEEN

'ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT RAPE?

12/12.
Informal Support Groups for Returning
Students-mutual support and
en·couragement for nontraditional
students. Groups will meet monthly at
various locations. If you are not already
signed up call Cynthia Shar at the
Counseling and Testing Center 862-2090
12 112

Phone
868-7051

Peace Corps Volunteers
Ned & r::hurs, r..ec 3 & 4 , inforr1ation bcnth
t-'V2Itl0rial Union 10 AM to 5 PM. Interviews
in Senate Rcxxn. Free film 7: 30, ;1?!1, Wed
··Eillsbo:rdugn.!..S111.1hran · Room.
• . . ·; '.\ ·•

If you answered, "YES" to any of these questions, we would like
your participation in a study of attitudes toward rape uponsored
· bv the UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. · We are
interested in interviewing people in general as well as rape
victims. If you are willing to be interviewed or have any questions
about this study, please call Dr. Ellen Cohn or Dr. Michael Latta
collect (603) 862-2360 from 1 to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.

COIIFIDEIITIAUTV~ IS·~8UARAfflED .~" ~ .
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Women's hoop Saturday

YOUNG'S
SPECIAL:
PAN CAKES (butter & syrup)
Tea or Coffee $1.35

LUNCHEON:
Broiler Specials
Everyday

ALSO:
20% OFF ON ALL MENU
ITEMS a to 7 DAILY
· (Except special~
& snacks)
MAIN STREET, DURHAM
DAILY HOURS -6:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.

WHATA
DAV.

•• I think we 're going to be a
The team has more depth than in
By Lori Holmes
strong contender and we are
The women's basketball team I th e paSL
"The pressure does not fall on working really hard at it," senior
enters their season this weekend any one's should~rs," bemarco Donna Couture said.
with the most experienced team commented.
'
"We have good new people and
Coach Cecilia Demarco has had.
Sophomore Theresa Redmond better attitude,"
"This is the first time the
take over alumna Kareri Bolton's
••The new -freshmen and trans..
majority of the kids are
place in rebounds.
'
fers should help the team a lot,"
upperclassmen," Demarco said.
"She is a Httle bit taller and more Junior Martha Morrison said.'
"They're able to deal with the
mobile than Karen," Demarco
Both players are aiming for the
pressure and make fewer
said, "But we are going to miss regionals, but the team is faced
mistakes."
Karen's leadership."
with a tough schedule according to
It is also the first time the team Demarco.
There is no doubt we will be
stronger with seven upperclassmen has possessed height. ,, Freshmen
.. It's the most competitive
returning. Talented freshmen anti Denise Higgins and Gail Jackson, schedule we have had and we have
transfers add to the squad, which both over six feet, will give the the potential to beat every team,"
loses only one senior from last team good size and strength.
Demarco said.
year.
"They are showing-the- signs of
The team has added to their
Demarco is hoping that her three ·- the players they were recruited," previous schedule, three
juniors, Kathy Ladd, Martha Demarco said.
outstanding teams: Fordham
Morrison, and Jackie .MacMullen
"The Field Hockey Nationals University, Yale University, and
who accomplished the bulk of are going to hurt us. Pa'tty Foster Syracuse University, who finished
scoring and rebound will have a and Cheryl . Murtagh are our in the top four last year.
, better Junior year.
. superior .defensive players .and _ ••we have to play some good
"They are competitive and I'll be their timing is going to be off, not teams and beat them in order to get
surprised if they are not in the having practiced with the team," ranked," Morrison said.
starting rotation," -Demarco said. - Demarco said. "One big
.. The upcoming tourna~ent ·
·•But every spot is up for grabs and advantage is that they are seniors should be the true test of the
will vary with the different teams and their adjustment should be strength of New England,"
we play."
limited."
Demarco reasoned. The team will
see four of the top five teams in the
area.
Boston University has the right
to claim they are the strongest but
the other teams are about equal,
according to Demarco.
••we have a legitimate shot -of
taking it all," Demarco said.
In the first round in the
tournament being held Saturday
and Sunday at Storrs, Connecticut, the Wildcat Hoopsters face
the University of Connecticut.
"They (UConn) have a new
coach and new players and are
going to be prepared," Demarco
explained.
1

continued from page IO
Some of her lyrics were simple:
It's a lousy day
·
Sky is gray
Gotta say
Time for me to weigh my problems

I

Heyyy, I GOT
Heyyy, I GOT
Heyyy, I GOT
CRAMPS!

I

Others were more complicated:
Too butch to accept
Too fem to decline
And bored on the borderline.

w
After 15 interviews with vario~s companies, I finally found MITRE. And after 15
interviews I definitely knew what I was looking for when I saw it.
I had to have breathing room. A place
that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects. On the other
hand, I had to know I'd be able to turn to
·other people for advice and backup. And I
definitely wanted a steady growth situation.
With the MITRE people, I knew right
away I'd found it all.
At any given time, they have some 75
or so funded, significant programs involving
several hundred separate projects and
tasks. And because they're Technical Advisors to the Air Force's Electronic Systems
Division in Command, Control and Communications (C 3 ), ,they design and develop
some of the world's most advanced information systems.
Still, MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one. Because they have
. to come up with the right solution every time.
That'sJheir product.
The best of MITRE Jo me is that they'll
let me move from project to project if I want,
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one.
There's always something waiting for me.
·
I'm glad it took 15 interviews to get to
MJTRE. Now when I say I chose them, I
know exactly what I'm talking about.

Openings exist in:

'COMPUTER SYSTEMS
COMMAND AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
RADAR SYSTEMS
·See your Placement Office to set up an
on-campus interview, or send your resume
directly to Jerome P. McKinnon, The MITRE
Corporation, Bedford, MA 01730. U.S. Citizenship or resident alien registration required.

MITRE will be at

University of New Hampshire
on December 2, 1980

THE===========-

M IT RE
CORPORATION

MITRE is an equal opportunity
employer actively seeking applications under
its affirmative action program .

Christian urgetl women · to
participate in their own evolution.
She warned them about some of
her friends who had become so
involved in the cause that they ·
burned out in one way or another.
She mentioned her own bout with
alcohol several years ago.
Christian often revealed more in
her introductions than she did in
her songs. She said that she was a
homebody and after two weeks on
tour was ready to head for home.
She got in one of those moods that
can only be described as ·•pissy,"
and wouldn't cheer herself up even
if she wanted to. This was
important in her rapport with her
audience, because it revealed ·that
the life of a performer wasn't really
all that great.
After the concert, Christian said
she began to sing for women as a
natural consequence of her
involvement with the women's
movement. She said she had been
performing since she was about
five years old. She is a woman of
medium height, a little bit stocky
with short brown hair. Since she
appears on her two album covers
wearing glasses, she has either
changed to contact lenses or gone
without for her concert.
Christian's performance was
exciting; her voice ana mstrmrient
were beautifully coordinated. The
only fault was that the concert
tended only to be a concert of
women's music. However, this was
apparently what the feminist
audience wanted, as they
applauded enthusiastically and
sang along. Christian undoubtedly
succeeded in her objective to
provi?~ . a concert, ,o,f, women".s
music.
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'New' Wildcats host ·weekend tourney
By Bill Nader
"When we come back next year,
we ain't going to be smiling," UN H
guard Robin Dixon said during
the bus ride back from the
University of Vermont after a 10376 defeat. It marked the last of the
long rides home in last year's 4-22
season, including a 2-1'6 record on
the road .
"Next year" begins Saturday
night when UNH plays Division II
St. Anselm's in the first _game of the
Granite State Basketball
Tournament. Dartmouth College
plays Catholic University to
complete the ' evening's doubleheader in Lundholm Gymnasium
The losers will meet in the
consolation game Sunday
afternoon while the winners will
play for the championship
immediately thereafter. Student
athletic tickets will not be honored.
. This year the Wildcats will play
a different style of basketball.
Instead of last year's conservative
game plan designed to keep UN H
close, the Wildcats intend to open
up the floor this year.
"It's a different team than I've
ever coached," said UNH coach
Gerry Friel, who is entering his
twelfth year. "We're pressing
more, and we're playing more
aggressive."
·
UNH's strength is at guard.
Freshman Al McLain averaged
37 .5 points per game at Hyde Prep
School last year. In addition, he
was the leading scorer in the
Boston Shoot-out Tournament
~hich gathered. together the top
high school talent from Boston,
Philadelphia, New York, and
Atlanta. '

Durham Tesident. "Al is as good as
I've ever seen."
,
"He has the ability to make
everyone look good. He loves the
game, and he's a J. oy to watch."
Joining McLain in the starting
back court will be sophomore
Robin Dixon. He averaged IO. I
points per game last year, and
should be more effective this year
with McLain at his side.
Paul Dufour ( IO .6 ), UN H's best
outside shooter, has graduated,
but freshman Mike Dineen is
expected to fill the role of zonebreaker.
"Dineen is a much better outside
shooter than Paul Dufour," Kinzly
said. "He has no hesitation, and is
just a great shooter."
With the addition of McLain
and Dineen, Kinzly will see less
playing time this year.
"We've never had the
competition that we have within
the team," he said. "Last year was a
learning experience, everyone
grew up. Now we know the worst
of it."
The front court remains a
questionable area. Friel said
UNH's pressing style of play
should reduce the pressure on the
men up front.
Freshman Dan Nolan (6-6, 190)
will start at forward Saturday.
"Nolan is an athlete," Kinzly said.
"He's very physical and he loves
contact. He just draws fouls."
Sophomore Bob Neely will start ·
at the other forward slot after
avearging seven points per game
last year.
The center position is a "real
battle", according to Friel.
Sophomore Joe Rainis (6-9,215)
and junior Mike Keeler (6-8,200)
are the battlers, with Rainis given a
slight edge at the starting role.
"'Mike was called upon to do
almost everything last year," Friel

said. Keeler led UN H in scoring
(10.8) and rebounding (7 . 1) but
was less productive at the end of
the season because of the beating
h e endured as UNH's only big
man.
Rainis missed most of the season
as a result of two broken feet , and
played only 75 minutes last year.
"Maybe it'll be better with me
coming off the bench, " Keeler said.
"The thing about this year is we
~ave the depth. It's not going to be
Just Al McLain, it's going to be the
team."
Captain Ken Herbert, a 6-5
power forward attending graduate
school, is expected to make h•s
re_turn after missing all of lat year
with a tumor on the tibia. He has
not recovered fully, but Friel said
he can play a few minutes.
"He has unbelievable
determination," Friel said. "He has ·
the experience, but we have to
bring him along slow. He should
be in good condition by midJanuary."
"There's not a team that we can't
beat in this tournament," Kinzly
said . "We know that."
Six teams will make the ECAC
North Tournament this year
instead of eight. There are nine
teams in the division ( Rhode
Island defected to join-the Eastern
Eight).
A basketball clinic featuring
coaches Gerry Friel (UNH), Tim
Cohane (Dartmouth), Jack
Kvancz (Catholic University), and
Ted Paulauskas (St. Anselm's) will
be open to the public Saturday
afternoon:· beginning at 2:00 and ending at 4:00.
. The clinic will be held i.n
Lundholm Gym and admission is
free.

UNH's Ken Herbert (in white) returns to bang boards once more
after sitting out last year. (File photo)

This boat is no
Swimmers open season 'lightWeight'

"I've been here for seven years
cause I've grown up here," said
junior guard Randy Kinzly, a

By Larry McGrath

By Sue Valenza
Under the direction of fifth-year
coach Frank Helies, the UNH
tP'n's swim team opens its 1980-81
sectson Wednesday,, December 3
against Holy Cross.
Helies welcomes back several
veterans, who with the strengths of
incoming · freshmen, should
face no difficulties in filling the
gaps left by graduation last year.
Gardner, Massachusetts native
Ed Landry heads into his second
season at UN H with three school
records he set last year. A sprint
and middle distance freestyler,
Landry is the record holder in the
I00, 200, and 500 yard events.
Landry holds the pool record in
the 200 yard butterfly also.
Sophomore John Colbert will
join Landry in taking a stronghold
in the sprint freestyle events.
Colbert was the freshman record
holder last year in the 50 free
(22.53) followed closely by another
sprint freestyle standout, Atilla
Herczeg.
Top distance freestylers in the
500, 1000, and 1650 events will be
junior Doug Sampson, senior Jeff
Wolff; and sophomores Mike
O'Donnell and Bill Bond.
Sampson led the Wildcats in the
1000 free and joined Landry as one
of last season's top competitors in
the 500 and 1650 events. Wolff also
posed a scoring threat as a Wildcat
last season and is expected to do so
this year.
In the 1000 free last year, Mike
McQuirk posted the freshman
record, but this season McQuirk
will concentrate more in the
butterfly events alon·g with
sophomores Jim Hill and Landry.
Individ•·1 :I medleyists this
season ~ :, include co-captain
Steve Ferranti, junior Jeff
Growney, and several freshmen.
Standout Jeff Cherrington,. record
holder in the IM, was claimed by
graduation · 1ast year but this
season's squad appears to have the
depth to cover that loss.
Not only a strong finisher in the
.. IM, Ferranti clearly dominates

both the 100 and- 200 yard at New Englands. This year's dual
breastroke events. His time in the meet schedule includes contests
100 breast stroke- his first year at against seven of the top IO New
England teams, eight of the top
UN H still stands as the freshman
13."
record . . Craig Flock and Greig
Last year's New England
Cronauer are also returning
qualifiers include Ed Laridry (5th
swimmers in these events.
Growney was the number one in 200 fly, 8th in 100 free, and 9th in
backstroker for the Wildcats last 200 free); John Colbert ( 16th in 50
season and is tli.e only returning · free); Colbert, Sampson, and
veteran in the event. However, Ferranti were part of the quartet
Helies will be looking to "utility that placed 14th in the ~OU tree ·
relay; and Colbert, Herczeg, and
swimmers" to provide some depth.
Landry placed 11th in the 400 free
Freshmen standouts Bob Durie,
relay.
Alan Stuart, Tom Potter, and
Co-captain Steve Ferranti is
Steve Warren may provide the
strength UNH needs_ to improve looking forward to a major
upon its 14th place finish in New improvement ove1· last year. "We
re-wrote the record hoard last year
England's last year.
Stuart, a butterfly and · IM and I think we'll do it again," he•
specialist, was a finalist in the said. "We have promising
Massachusetts State Champion- freshmen, some good upper
ships and High School New classmen, and we have a damn
Englands. Warren will also swim good chance of finishing in the top,
10."
the IM for the Wildcats but his
Senior distance swimmer Jeff
strongest events will come in the
Wolff echoed Fcrranti's
breast stroke. Warren was a
Pennsylvania State Finalist. comments. "This will be our
Potter was a New York sect_ional strongest year so far. Team spirit is
winner in the IM and will up, we're shooiing for the top 10,
continue swimming the IM for and I think we'll make it."
UNH.
.
Also swimming for the Wildcats
Durie, Stuart, and Warren are
all versatile and will be used in the this season are . seniors Dave
200 free and some distance events. Armstrong, Rocco Raduazo and
Under the direction of Bob Wayne Wilusz, juniors Joe
Baker, the diving team should be Harkaway and Ed Leger,
able to put together another strong sophomores Pete DeVries and
year for UNH. John Caldwell, one Mike Galante, and freshmen Jim
of last year's leading divers, Gargan and Mike Hayden.
graduated but senior co-capt.iin
UNH alumnus Peter Markos
Brett Cherrington and his brother will enter his first year as assistant
Kent should fill the void. Brett coach for the Wildcats. Markos'
finished 9th in the 3-meter event coaching experience includes past
for UNH at the New England's last work with the USC swim team that
year.
turned out several Olympic
"We have a good group of Swimmers, the Oyster River Otters
returning veterans," Helies said. several times champions of the
"We're relying on Landry and Granite State Swimming
Colbert to contjnue improving in Association, and the N.H. Senior
freestyle events. From our group Swim Team. He is also a Masters
of New England qualifiers last Swimmer.
year, we only lost two."
The season opener against Holy
"We really focus all season on
Cross begins at 4:00 at the Field
that one final meet, the New
House. There will be no admission
England Championships. Our
•; ~.: • • ,
team g~al is to ~inish
the top _IO •--~~a_rge.
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finished second in both events.
There must be something in Both lightweight and heavyweight
crews had to adjust to a boat
those pancakes.
The UNH club crew team went borrowed from Penn just for the
down to Philadelphia, Pennsyl- races.
"The heavys were right there,"
vania over the weekend and
came away with two wins, a Marshall said. "They had to adjust
to a new boat and they 'caught a
cup and a proven point.
Both men's ·and women's boats crab' on Sunday when they were in
went down to row against some of <.triking distance to win the race. I
.ought they were about to do it.'
the top schools in the east in the
Catching a crab happens when
Frostbite and Braxton Memorial ·
' regattas. Both events were held on ".n oar goes deep into the water and
ie oarsman loses it. It usually
the Schukylkill river near
causes a boat to stop.
Philadelphia.
Along with Murphy, whose
The teams dine on pancakes and
spaghetti on road trips to save on herculean feat of rowing five times
expenses and had to sleep in :, during the weekend "burned him
University of Pennsylvania out","'c oxswain Jim Quigley guided
both men's boats in all the races
dormitory lounge for two nights.
"Spaghetti and pancake., are the also.
usual fare," Randy Ford, the
stroke on the men's lightweight
"I was real impressed with him
boat, said. "We've had an amazing (Quigley)," Ford said. "He wore
season. We're sitting right now as them (Penn) down. They had
probably one of the best boats in already called for their sprint and
the country."
· he just waited for them. Then he
Ford's boat won both races, the just dropped the axe on them and
Frostbite on Saturday and the we were gone. We just said 'I?ve."
The women's team came away
Braxton the next day. The victory with victory of sorts by finishing
came at the expense of some
· quality opposition, such as Penn, second to a powerful Penn squad
twice.
Princeton, Georgetown and
"We're not on their level," UNH
Temple. Those are schools with women's coach Liz -Hills, who was
varsity programs a nd paid member of the 1976 Olympic team
coaches.
"That's the biggest advantage to and was captain of the 1980 squad,
going varsity," UNH rpen's coach said. "But boy did we ever give
John ."Panama" Marshall said. them a good race. One of the best
I've ever seen."
"With full-time coaches you can
"We gave them a real fight,"

::~ft;~!

~~u;;:ndf ~~~~~~:~~- ~
, day working in order to make a

women's captain Louise Girard
said. "We proved to ourselves that
we were in their class and showed
living."
· .how well we can do with what we
The te.am 's feelings are mixed have."
when the question of whether to go
varsity comes up.
UN H's club "Fours" (four
"It would be good to have some oarsmen) did well also. The me'}.
of the equipment we don't have coached by team captain Frea_
now," oarsman Bob Murphy, who Puksta, placed third both days,
rowed in all five races (both while the women's boat finished
heavyweight and lightweight) this fourth on Saturday and fifth
weekend, said. "But as a club we Sunday.
work together a lot fundraising
"I didn't have time to coach two
. and it makes for a pretty cohesive boats so I asked Fred if he'd like to
group. If we had everything paid coach the four," Marshall said. "I
for we might lose some of that." thought it would be beneficial to
. , The men's heavyweight· b9-at • him-a-~d it work_e d out fine."
'
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Sports
Loses to·Old Dominion in consolation

seventh
Stickwomen finish
••

By Chris .Wuensch
The UNH women's field hockey
team played to a seventll
place finish in the Division 1
National · Championships held
last week at Carbondale, Illinois.
"It really showed us we were
better than we thought we were,"
said junior Donna Modini.
Modin1 scored New Hampshire's only goal in their 1-0 first
round victory over a . tough
William and Ma'ry team. The win
qualified the Cats for the quarterfinals and a chance to display their
skills on the McAndrew Stadium
astro-turf.
- ·But the Wildcats could not make
the adjustment from the bumpy
field of the day before to the
smooth, faster astro-turf, losing to
Cal-State Berkeley 2-0. Their
timing was off, which kept them
from scoring against the Golden
Bears.
The Cats lost momentum when
a goal by Carla Hesler was
disallowed. Minutes into the first
half, Hesler scored off a penalty
corner, but officials did not count
the goal because they said it went
outside the endline before going
into the net.
"My goal was to be in the s~mifinals," said coach Jean Rilling .•"It
was a realistic goa~ we just didn't
achieve it."
After the loss in the quarter-:
finals, New Hampshire moved into
the consolation bracket and was ·
still in conten~ion for fifth place.
They had a night to rest up and
,collect themselves before facing
Miami of Ohio.
UNH defeated the Redskins, but
again had difficulty in putting the
ball in the net. A goal a't 29:50 of
the first half by senior Gaby
Haroules, assisted· by Donna
Modini, proved to be the only goal
of the game.
Three hours later the Wildcats
faced a fiesty Old Dominion
squad. New Hampshire played
extremely well, but problems in the

goal led to a 4-1 aefeat.
Diane Travis scored 45 seconds
into the first half for the Lady
Monarchs. Not long after UNH's
Carla Hesler had a chance to score
on a penalty shot, one-on-one with
the 014. Qominion goalie. Hester's
shot lifted straight in front of the
goalie and was blocked away. It
was the first penalty shot Hesler
had missed this year.
Another Old Dominion score
came at 26 minutes into the first
half_ when Carina Benninga
received a pass from Yo~i
Hightower to make it 2-0 for the
Monarcks.
Freshman Robin Balducci
provided the Wildcat's goaitending throughout the entire
tournament. Debra Cram, also a
freshman goalie was unable to
attend the nationals due to illness.
This left Balducci with sole
_!_e ~onsibility of the goal.
"Deb would have helped us in
the goal," said Rilling. "The
pressure was a little much for
Robin."
Old · Dominion continued to
score in the second half with a
lightning fast shot by Benninga at
24:50. Benninga was hot, scoring
her third goal at 29:55 from a
penalty corner.
The Wildcats refused to give up
though, and came back to score
with just seconds left in the game.
Gaby Haroules tallied for UNH
and picked up her second goal of
the tournament.
The final score of 4-1 did not
reflect the play at all. As one
official put it, "UN H is a class act."
"The teams we · played - are all
strong and I think we can match
any that we played," said Hesler.
The players stressed team unity
as the main force behind their
success.
"The combination of the
attitudes and desire of the kids
helped us achieve our goal," said
senior Cheryl Murtaugh.

Grapplers lose third
•
m
row at quad
,

1

By Steve Damish
Something went wrong.
The UNH wrestling team's
record nose-dived to 0-3 last
Saturday when the wrestlers
emerged winless from their first
quadrangular meet held in
Nashua.
The Wildcats were victims of2515 and 31-14 thrashings at the·
hands of Springfield College and
· Saint Lawrence University
respectively and were nipped by
Boston University. 24-19.
"I don't know what's wrong,"
said UNH coach Jim Urquhart.
"We 're in pretty good shape.
Maybe we aren't running our
practices right. I don't know."
Springfield smothered UNH,
letting the 'Cats escape with just
three victories and a forfeit.
UNH led 6-0 after the first
match due to an S.C. vacancy at
. the 118 lb. weight class. But, to the
dismay of UNH, Springfield soon
came thundering back.
S.C. recorded two pins and four
decision victories in the following
seven matches to erase any hopes
of victory from Urquhart's mind.
"I thought we were going to beat
. Springfield for sure," said
Urquhart. "They surprised
everybody."
Randy Pettagene ( 150 lbs.),
Frank Guadagnino ( 190 lbs.) and
Kevin Murphy (Hwt.) were the
UNH victors. Pettagene merited
four pomts ( taKeaown and near
fall) in the, final fifteen second,s of

his match to steal a victory from
S.C. 's Greg Georges, while
Guadagnino and Murphy
decisioned their opponents 6-4 and
5-1.
The day had begun d_isastrously
for UNH, and the worst was yet to
come.
Saint Lawrence (3-0 in meet)
had a field day on UNH, giviRg the
'Cats 14 points on .two defaults and
a tie.
· Pettagene and Murphy were
awarded their matches when their
adversaries couldn,.t continue
because of injuries, whild Dave
Yale ( 158 lbs.) wrestled to a 5-5 tie
(two team points).
Two late BU pins at the 167 and
177 .lb. weight classes ensured
victory for the Terriers in UNH's
final match of the long afternoon.
Kurt Massey made the score 9--3
in favor of BU, when he captured
his first match of the season and
UN H's first of the meet.
'Tm getting more fluent," said
Massey. 'Tm starting to move a
little better and hopefully now I
will win a little more."
After a BU superior decision
(four points) at 142 lbs., Pettagene
and Yale whittled BU's lead down
to th'r ee (13-10) with 14-3

(superior) and

7-2 wins.

Pettagene's truimph made him 3-0
for the day. ·
"I was erratic," said Pettagene in
summing up the meet. 'Tm not
WRESTLING, page 5
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::!?'ofo.ster (33) attempts to break up Karen Thorne (17) of William and Mary in 1-0 UNH win (Laurel Milos
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Host U.S. International tonight

UNH streak onJine tonight
By Larry McGrath
The UNH men's hockey team
beat Holy Cross, 4-3 and Colby
College, 3-2 in two exhibition.
games played Friday and
Saturday, respectively. The
Wildcats won both games by one
goal margins, but that is where the
game's similarities end.

In beating the Crusaders on
Friday the 'Cats employed many of
their spare players, as coach
Charlie Holt wanted to get a look
at some of .his little-used men.
Eben Block played goal and
performed well in the final period
after a shaky start. Block faced
only four_ shots in the opening
twenty mmutes and was beaten
twice. The sophomore from
Epping, N.H. settled down and
held HC to a single tallv the rest of
·
the way.
Saturday the Wildcats expected
a c_ontest and suited up most of
their regular squad. The line of
St~ve Lyons, Chris Pryor and Jay
Miller sat down but number one
net minder Greg Moffett was in ,t he
goal.
Colby came out hard and
physical and soon found
themselves with two men in the
penalty box at 2: I I of the opening.
period.

The .story of the game became
who would kill off their penalties
better. Andy Brickley beat
Mccrystal b_y stopping UNH
defenseman Craig Steensen 's pass
from behind the net with his glove.
Brickley then lined up the puck
and fired from about ten feet
beating the Colby goaltender to his
right at 4:59 of the second period.
Mark Ciarallo was in the box for
interference.

The only thrust to tie it came in
the closing seconds as Colby pulled
McCrystal in favor of a sixth
attacker: The White Mules rushed
the UNH net with five Colby
players laying sprawled atop
Moffett as time ran out.
UNH will continue with their
regualr season schedule at · home
tonight against U.S. International
University from San Diego,
California. The Gulls are on a
grueling 25-day road trip, but
should prove a good test for the 3-1
Wildcats. USI U split its two games
against tough Vermont last week.
"They looked pretty strong,
UVM coach · Jim Cross said.
"They'll be tough."
"If they c~n_maintain their 'zip'
on such~ tnp 1t would be quite an
accomplishment," UN H coach
Charlie Holt said. ·
The Wildcats will play their first :
EC AC game this Friday against
Cornell. U NH student athletic
t\ckets will be honored for the first
time then, in what should be an
excellent matchup. The 'Cats
travel to . Princeton ·Saturday
before returning to host
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(RPI) on Tuesday, December 2.

"They (Colby) are a well
coached team as far as style of
play," UN H forward Tom St.
Onge said. "But their chippiness
was going to catch up with them.
We had the power play all game.,.
At 3:44 Ross Yantzi moved in
from his point position on the
power play and received a pass in
the slot from Frank Barth. Yantzi
beat Colby's Tim Mccrystal to his
left along the ice off the stick of
defens_eman Dean Burpee.
The White Mules answered with
a power play goal of their own at
15:16. UNH's Dan Potter was
whistled off for charging 4 7
seconds before Pat Murphy tied it
up with a high flip over Moffett. The UNH goaltender had stopped
a long shot off the stick of Tom
Clune but could not recover in
time to stop Murphy.
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lJ~H s ~oo lta~ns ~eats nu1y '-fOl!iS guamei1uer 111
.
Friday D]ght. (BIii Hall photo)
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